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1980 Recession
Shows Signs Of
Beina Shortest

Drops Apology Demand

Khomeini Makes
Key Concession
By The Associated Press
leader
revolutionary
Iranian
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini has
made what could be a key concession
by apparently dropping a demand for a
U.S. apology from his list of conditions
for the release of the 52 American
hostages in Iran.
Khomeini listed four conditions for
the Americans' return in a statement
broadcast Friday by Tehran Radio. But
he did not mention the previously
demanded apology for U.S. actions in
Iran during the rule of the deposed Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. President
Carter has repeatedly ruled out any
such apology.
It remains unclear whether Khomeini's omission signals a change in
Iranian policy or whether it was merely
an oversight.
In a message to Moslem pilgrims,
Khomeini said the hostages could be
freed if the late shah's wealth were
returned to Iran; all U.S. Maims
against the Islamic Republic were
dropped; Washington guaranteed no intervention in Iran; and all Iranian
assets in the United States were released. •
He said he handed the list to the
Parliament, which he has empowered
to decide the fate of the hostages, now
in their 315th day of captivity.
In Washington, President Carter told
reporters: "We've observed carefunkwhat has been said in Iran both today
and...in past weeks. We've learned to
be very cautious about statements from
Iran, but we'll be monitoring what's going on."
Earlier this week, Prime Minister

Mohammad Mi Rajai told the United
States that Tehran would discuss the
hostages with Washington if Iranian
authorities were sure America "had
repented."
Three of Friday's four demands are
longstanding. The deposed shah, who
died at a Cairo hospital July 27 after a
seven year struggle with cancer,
allegedly took a fortune out of Iran
when he left in January 1979. President
Carter froze some $8 billion in Iranian
assets in the United States following the
seizure of the hostages last Nov. 4. The
Islamic revolutionary government has
repeatedly called for guarantees of U.S.
non-intervention.
An apparently new condition was the
demand for cancellation of U.S. claims
against Iran. it was believed to refer to
a U.S. suit in the World Court at The
Hague, Netherlands, demanding the
hostages' release and payment of
damages. It also could apply to suits by
U.S. firms for debts unpaid by the new
Iranian regime.
In other developments:
—Iranian exile factions were
reported to be planning the formation of
an exile government with the late
shah's son Reza Cyrus Pahlavi as the
figurehead monarch. The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, quoting unidentified sources in Paris, London and
Washington, reported in combined
Saturday editions that exiles have been
meeting in Paris to plan a coup against
the revolutionary government.
—Six people were executed in Tabriz
for killing 14 revolutionary guards, according to the official new agency Pars,
the radio reported.
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WASHINGTON ( AP) — The 1980
recession is showing signs of being one
of the shortest on record, but the
recovery will be long and slow, with
still-higher unemployment, top government officials say.
The most optimistic view yet came
Friday from Courtenay Slater, chief
economist for the Department of Commerce, who said it appears the recession already is over.
Treasury Secretary G. William
Miller and Commerce Secretary Philip
Klutznick have said in recent days that
an end to the recession probably is
near, and similar forecasts have come
from Charles L. Schultze, President
Carter's chief economic adviser, and
Lyle E. Gramley, a governor of the
Federal Reserve System.
Miller, in Cleveland on Friday, was
still hedging.
"Today, the economy is doing better
than we thought it would," he told a
group of businessmen. "There are
positive signs all through the economy
that the recession is bottoming out and
forming a base for recovery. We'll see
the trend go up in the next few months."

But Ms. Slater said economic signals,
particularly a pickup in retail sales and
housing starts, indicate the recession
ended in August.
That would make the 1980 recession,
which began in January,the shortest of
the seven since World War II. The last
recession, in 1974-75, lasted 16 months,
and the others all lasted at least eight
months.
Ms. Slater denied a suggestion that
her unusual briefing for reporters and
her new predictions might be intended
to boost Carter's re-election hopes.
"I wasn't asked by anyone to do this
and I didn't clear this with anyone," she
said, adding unemployment is still likely to beats high level on Election Day.
She said she called the briefing only
because she thought her previous
predictions were proving pessimistic.
Ms. Slater predicted earlier this summer that real Gross National Product
— the inflation-adjusted value of all
U.S. goods and services — would drop
considerabily during the third quarter,
though not as far as the 9 percent
decline of the sise6nd quarter.

NEW PIFE ORGAN — Workers from the Schantz Organ Co, Orrville,
Ohio, install a new pipe .organ at the First Christian Church. The 11-rank
organ, containing 727 individual pipes, was custom-made by the company
for thechurch. At a cost of $43,000, the organ consists of zinc, tin, lead,
pine, oak and poplar. After the installation is completed, the organ will
have to be tuned and voiced so each pipe will make the proper sound.
Prior to the delivery at the Murray church, the entire organ was constructed at the Ohio factory. The organ factory, family-owned in its fourth
generation, is 107 years old. The organ will be ready in about two weeks.

Second Annual Founder's Day Set At MSU
In observance of its first day or
classes as Murray State Normal School
on Sept. 24, 1923, the second annual
Founder's Day convocation has been
scheduled at Murray State University
for Wednesday,Sept. 24.
Max Hurt of Murray, member of
second
the
graduating class in
1927 and a retired
viceexecutive
president of the
Woodman of the
World Insurance
Society, Omaha,
Neb., will be the
speaker at the comHURT
memoration
ceremonies, scheduled for 10:30 a.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Awarded an honorary doctor of
humanities degree by the university at
its 1980 spring commencement exercises, Hurt is widely known for his
achievements in business, banking,
agriculture and education as well as his
volunteer services on behalf of the
unversity. He has twice served as president of its alumni association, in 1931-32
and 1968-69, and in 1972 was honored as
a distinguished alumnus by the
association.
The program, according to Dr.
Richard Butwell, vice-president for
academic programs, will be preceded
by an academic procession, including
retired faculty, and all faculty
members are being encouraged to participate in cap and gown.
Because of the observance, Butwell
said, all 9:30 a.m. classes at the univer-

sity that day will be dismissed at 10:15
a.m., all 10:30 a.m, classes will be
cancelled, and the 11:30 a.m, classes
are being rescheduled to start 15
minutes late.
Although all students are urged to attend the ceremonies, freshmen
students, Butwell said, are required to
be present as part of their orientation to
Murray State — its history and traditions.
The primary purpose of the
observance, he said, is to "encourage

Turkey's Rulers Say
They Will Return
To Civilian Rule
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — Turkey's
new military rulers, who seized power
ins bloodless coup, say they will return
the "incapacitated" NATO nation to
civilian rule after putting an end to terrorism and restoring political and
economic stability.
The coup, carried out before dawn
Friday, brought no signs of public dissent and the mood here and in Istanbul
appeared to be one of relief.
Observers said the coup and the proraised military crackdown on terrorism
could bring a short-term reduction in
the political violence that has claimed
an estimated 5,000 lives here in the past
five years. But they noted it could also
prompt new terrorism by leftists who
see a takeover by the conservative
military as setting the stage for a possible counter-coup by the left.

inside today
The Calloway County High School Lakers won their first football game
in the school's history, 14-8 over McLean County Friday. In other prep action, the Murray High Tigers dropped a 41-7 decision to Fort Campbell.
See stories and pictures in today's sports section.
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partly sunny
hot and humid
Partly sunny, hot and humid
Sunday with a chance of a
thunderstorm. The highs in the
low and mid 90s. South to
southwesterly winds will increase to around 10 to 15 mph during the day Sunday.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Monday through Wednesday:
Partly cloudy and warm through
the period. Morning lows will be
in the mid Mato low 80a and afternoon highs will be In the mid 8Da
to low 90s.

an appreciation by Murray State
students of the continuing academic experience — not least of all as it reflects
itself in the history and goals of the institution."
"This is a major event on the calendar of the university," he said, "and
faculty members who are unable to
participate in the procession because
they do not have caps and gowns are
equally cordially invited to join the
students and the general public in the
audience."
Dr. Jacque Voegeli, dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., inaugurated the series last fall. Voegeli, a
1956 Murray State graduate, was

honored as a distinguished alumnus by
the alumni association last April.
Murray State first opened its doors to
students the morning of Sept. 24, 1923,
at Murray High School, now the Murray
Middle School, on Main Street.
Two hundred and two students were
enrolled, 67 men and 135 women, 87 of
whom were of college rank and studying for teaching certificates. The first
president was the late Dr. John Wesley
Carr.
The historic day was observed Sept.
24, 1973, with a program on the lawn of
the Murray Middle School Is the
university launched a year-long
observance of its 50th and Golden Anniversary Year.

THE SWEET TASTE OF VICTORY — Calloway County players, coaches'
and fans erupt after the clock runs out on its 14-8 win at McLean County,
the first win in the school's football history.

Still Boogie'in'
Maxene Andrews BounCes Back After 40 Years
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
I feel like I've been born again,"
Maxene Andrews said of her newfound
career some 40 years after she and her
sisters were topping the record charts
with such hits as "Boogie Woogie Bugle
Boy" and "Don't Sit Under The Apple
Tree."
Miss Andrews, one of the three Andrews sisters, appeared Friday night in
concert atapurray State University's
Lovett Auditorium in conjunction with
the university's annual observance of
Parents' Weekend.
In a press conference Thursday, she
noted that audience response to her
concerts has been tremendous. "Never
in my wildest dreams did I think I
would go out and do a single," she said.
"I was sewn into the act singing harmony with my sisters and I loved every
minute of it."
After the trio broke up and her
children were grown, Miss Andrews
said she found retirement "very, very
boring." She was coaxed back into the
footlights when she was introduced to a
pianist, Phil Campanella. They put an
act together within three weeks and
began taking bookings a little over a
year ago.
"When I hear a recording, I hear the
harmony part," she said. "It's a real
challenge to me now to be singing the
melodf."
Miss Andrews, who began singing at
the age of 4 on the first radio station in
Minneapolis, sold more than 75 million
records, including 19 Gold Recordswhile performing with her sisters,
La Verne and Patty. Their list of hits include such World War II era favorites
as "Rum and Coca Cola." Apple

Blossom Time," Beat Me Daddy,"
Eight To The Bar" and "Pennsylvania
Polka."
Although their Greek father dreamed
of his daughters becoming private
secretaries, they had other ideas and
went on to record with such greats as
Bing Crosby, Guy Lombardo, Danny
Kaye, Carmen Miranda and Dick
Haymes.
Although none of the trio could read
music, they recorded more than 1,800
songs, in addition to starring in 21
movies and appearing on all the major
television and radio networks. Their second movie,"Buck Privates," with Abbott and Costello was the biggest
moneymaker in the history of Universal Studios until the release of "Jaws."
Miss Andrews claims the trio's
endless rehearsing at the piano for six,
eight or even 10 hours a day was the
foundation for their success.
"That's why everyone always talked
about 'the battling Andrews,— she
laughed. "We were three strongwilled
women determined to have our say in
the musical arrangement. Eventually
we learned the art of compromise."
When Bette Midler revived the trio's
classic,"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy," in
the mid-1970s, albums of their old hits
started to flood the record market.
Following the revival of their music,
Maxene and sister Patty starred in
their own Broadway show, "Over
Here!';, at New York's Shubert
Theatre. LaVerne had died several
years earlier.
Id addition to Maim.:oncert tour,
she also is recording a solo album. Her
autobiography will be released within
the year.
Miss Andrews' concert repertoire
consists of standards, although she said.

with anyone and I'm doing exactly what
I enjoy doing. My advice to everybody
is that If you desire to do something,
then do it, no matter how old you are,"
she continued. "It's the only thing that
keeps you going."

she is working on some contemporary
music "that fits my style." She also
does a medley of the Andrews Sisters'
hits.
"I'm having the best time of my life
now," she said. "I'm not competing

Maxene Andrews

_
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Coming Community Happenings Listed
Saturday,Sept. 13
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
west end of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center,College Farm Road.

;

WACUS, Western Association far Children Under Six,
will have as fall conference at
Development
the Child
Center, Murray State Univer. sity,from 1 to 3:30 p.m. This is
for all persons who work in
headstart,
kindergarten,
nursery school, and day care.
Annual picnic will be held at
St. John's Catholic Church,
McCracken County, starting
at 10 a.m.
An After the Game Social is
scheduled at the Murray
Country Club.
Murray Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
David Alsobrook, Paducah,
will speak at 7:30 p.m. This is
open to all men and their
families.
Second day of the WMU
Leadership Conference will be
held at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
will have a luncheon at 12 noon
at the home of Mrs. William S.
Major.
Clara Eagle;-retired chairman of the Murray State
University Art Department,
will speak at 1 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild. This is free
and open to the public.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine'
All Seats Si.50
Thnt•

•

20 ,2:00gat.111.,_

Saturday,Sept. 13
Sunday,Sept. 14
The Uplifts will be featured
The reunion of the Henry
in a gospel singing at In- and Alice Darnell family will
dependence United Methodist be held at Kenlake State Park
Church at 7 p.m.
with a basket lunch at 1 p.m.
Motorcycle Race,sponsored
by Benton Bush Wackers, will
be at 4 p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission will be
$3 for adults and $2 for
children under 12.
Parents Day will be held at
Murray State University with
open house at all residence
halls, academic offices, and
tours of Stewart Stadium from
9 a.m, to noon, reception at 1
p.m. in Racer Room, and football game with Youngstown at
7:30 pin.
West Kentucky School Administrators and Murray
State Chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa will meet at 5:30 p.m.
at the Murray High School
cafeteria.
Annual Sidewalk Cafe, sponsored by Le Cercle Francais of
Murray High School, will be
held in front of The
Panhandler, Bel Air Shopping
Center,from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Voter Registration GO-Day
in Calloway County will open
with a coffee hour at 8:30 a.m.
at 1109 Olive Street. A counting party will be at 11:30 a.m.
at the court house.
Murray Squa-A-Naders will
dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall.
Cleaning of the Long Creek
Cemetery in the Land
Between the Lakes will be
held today.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Waterfowl
Decoy Preparation from 1 to 4
p.m. and Dogs — Villains or
Conservationists? will be at 2
p.m., both at Center Station;
Lantern Tour at 8 p.m. at The
Homeplace-I850; Dried Plant
Demonstration from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Empire Point.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Dried Plant
Demonstration from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Empire Point; film
and discussion of The Question
of Hunting will be shpwn at 1,
2, 3, and 4 p.m. at Center Station
Monday,Sept. 15
Murray Chapter of the National Secretaries Association,
International, will have a
potluck dinner at 6 p.m. in the
Community Room, North
Branch, Peoples Bank. James
Overbey, attorney, will be
guest speaker.
Calloway County Association for Retarded Citizens will
meet in Room 240, Special
Education Building, Murray
State, at 7:30 p.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. at Denean's at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, with
Paul Naberezny as speaker.
Front Porch Swing, female
barber shop singers, will meet
at 7 p.m. at the library, First
Christian Church. This is
membership month and all interested persons are invited to
join. A person does not have to
be able to read music.
County
Calloway
Democratic Executive Committee dinner meeting will be
at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at 1 p.m. at the home
of Murrell Madrey.
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. at the club house with the
program to be by the
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers.

7,;(1,T.ot
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Adult Entertainment
18 Or Over Only

Open 7:00-Start 7:30
Inds Thurs 9/ 18

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 14, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ) rnieV
stars say,'read the forecast
Extra special good times at
given for your birth Sign.
social gatherings. You may
get important career news
ARIES
too. Your unique qualities are
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gY1
recognized.
Improved communications SAGITTARIUS
with loved ones. An unex- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
pected financial opportunity
Good news from distant
involving another could arise. friends. A behind-the-scenes
Be receptive.
vantage point is the sure way
TAURUS
to progress now. Sudden in( Apr. 20 to May 20 I
sights are helpful.
You'll enjoy the support of CAPRICORN
family members and the pro- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Id
spects also look good for
A party invitation to your
romance. A pleasant surprise liking may come now. A day to
in store for you.
mingle with others. New acGEMINI
quaintances should prove inMay 21 to June 20)
teresting.
The way you say things AQUARIUS
makes a difference to a loved (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
one. Sincerity adds import to
A close one is creative now.
your words. Home work pro- You may hear of an unexjects favored.
pected career opportunity.
CANCER
This should be an extra
(June 21 to July 22)
special day for you.
Find something special for PISCES
the home. Romance has a ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
pleasant surprise. Short trips
Others show interest in your
prove fun. Creative activity creative work. Happy surgoes well.
prises in connection with disLEO
tant matters. Some plan a
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
spur of the moment trip.
Get in touch with those you
YOU BORN TODAY are
care for via letter or phone. more adventurous than the
Domestic interests favorably typical member of your sign.
highlighted. You're excited Intellectually curious and inabout a new possession.
ventive, you can make an
VIRGO
original contribution to your
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
field. You dislike routine work
An unexpected meeting br- and are liable to experiment
ings joy. You may also have a before settling on a career.
secret admirer. Doing things Your vocation must stimulate
on the fly brings happy your interest in order for you
results.
to put forth your best effort.
LIBRA
You are reform-minded and
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
may become a leader for a
Happy times with friends! cause. Law, banking,
Someone is playfully flir- brokerage,
research,
tatious. A private tip about a publishing, travel, science,
financial matter or bargain. music and art may also appeal
Inwardly, you're aglow!
to you.

nP

Everyone is Invited
To Hear a
Series of Gospel
Messages at

Almo Church of Christ
Alm, Ky.

September 17, 18, 19, 1980
mon
7:30 P.M. WEDNESDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Ronnie New berry

.Hear
Ronnie Nowbirry from
Jacksonville, Florida

Monday,Sept. 15
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Former County Resident Honored

Mrs. Eunice Riley Edwards,
former resident of Calloway
County, was honored at a party held on Sunday, Aug. 24, at
Murray High School Tri- the Union Hall in Mayfield in
Alpha will meet at 6:30 p.m. at celebration of her 86th birthday.
the school library.
A basket lunch was served
Recovery Inc. will meet at at noon with the blessing being
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, given by her pastor, the Rev.
North Seventh and Olive James Tharp. Following lunch
Streets.
a program of singing by the
grandchildren and great
open
be
Douglas Center will
grandchildren was held.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acBrian and Shane Wood,
tivities by the Senior Citizens Krysti and Kelly Edwards,
with lunch at 12 noon.
Melissa Waggoner, and Jason
Allen sang "Happy Birthday"
Hazel Senior Citizens will to their great grandmother.
have activities from 10 a.m. to
Mrs. Steve Wood recited a
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with poem she had written for her
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
grandmother. Gene Paul Edwards welcomed the group
Class
School
Sunday
Lydian
and introduced the singing
of Sinking Spring Baptist groups.
Church will have a salad supTaking part in the program
per at 6:30 p.m. at the church.
were Bill and Jeff McCallon,
Bluegrass State CB Club Tony and Sue Ann Crouse,
will meet at Big Joe's Family Clyde and Tammie Herndon,
Restaurant at 7:30 p.m.
and Christy Castleman. Mrs.
Dick Castleman, pianist for
The Rho Chapter of Alpha the singers, also played a
Delta Kappa will meet at the piano solo.
home of Lucy Forrest at 7
p.m.
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a salad supper with
Joyce Thomas at 7 p.m.

Nieces and nephews of Mrs.
Edwards — Johnny, H. B.,
Gratus, Ilant, and Viola Riley,
Virginia Smith, and Novella
McCuiston — sang with Mrs.
H. B. Riley as accompanist.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Vicki Ray.
Present for the occasion
were the following:
Mrs. Fairra McCallon, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill McCallon, Jeff
and Shari, Mrs: Linda Sue
Waggoner, Melissa and
Amanda, Mayfield; Mr. and
Mrs. Brice Edwards, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Allen and Jason,
Mr. and Mrs. David Edwards,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Herndon, Greg and Leigh Ann,
Mrs. Allene Riley, Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Brooks, Jana
and Leigh, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Herndon, Tom and Tammie,
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Wood, Brian and Shane,
Franklin,Tenn.; Mr.and Mrs.
Gene Paul Edwards, Krysti
and Kelly, Rockfield; Mrs.
Magdelene Manning, Murray;
Mr. and Mrs. John Duncan
and Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Edwards, Calvert City.

Mr. and Mrs. Vester Crouse, Mrs. Bob Pickard, Mel and
Tony and Sue Ann, Mr. and Megan, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Mrs. Garcia Ray, Miss Vicki Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Clay
Ray, Harvey Barnett III, Mr. Suggs, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
and Mrs. Bob Ray, Mrs. Dick Franklin,
Castleman, Miss Christy
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash,
Castleman, the Rev, and Mrs. Mrs. Ruble Tyree, Mrs.
James Tharp,
Maybelle Joiner, Mrs. Haskell
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Sander- McNutt, Ml' and Mrs. Lowell
son and Jenny, the Rev.and Smith, Christopher and Cindy
Mrs. Robert Moore, Mrs. Bar- Galloway, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
bara Nell Brown, Mrs. Ber- Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
nice Lathram, Miss Eurah Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Gratus
Riley, Mrs. Rayma Reed, Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Ilant
Mrs. Rudy Wright, Mr. and Riley, and Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Mrs. Wesley Lemons, Mr. and Riley, all of Mayfield.
-

STOP
SHOCK
Electrical Safety
At Home

Your Individual
Horoscope

_

Frances Drake

Tryouts for "Dracula" will
FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 15,1980
be held by the MurrayWhat kind of day will tomor- Don't let scepticism set in.
Community row be? To find out what the Trust yourself.
Calloway
Theatre at the old freight stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS
depot at 7:30 p.m. Roles for six given for your birth Sign.
( Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
men and two women are open.
The stand-offishness of a
friend may puzzle you. Best
ARIES
Tuesday,Sept. 16
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) eri4 not to pry. Get the privacy you
The Bowling League of First
The artistically gifted pro- need to complete a work proChristian Church will bowl at 7 sper now. New depths of ject. Concentrate.
p.m. Interested persons are understanding are reached by CAPRICORN
. 22 toJan. 19) ida
loved ones. Discipline 4 work
invited to join the group.
A distant friend would like
pays off.
to hear from you. Keep doubts
Murray TOPS (take off TAURUS
about someone's motives to
pounds sensibly) Club will (-Apr. 20 to May 20)
Familiar entertainments yourself. Don't needlessly anmeet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
prove the most rewarding tagonize others.
Health Center.
now. You're feeling inventive AQUARIUS • work, but others may not (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
at
Tryouts for "Dracula" will
Conservative tactics are
accept your ideas.
yet
be held by the Murraybest in business. Someone
GEMINI
Calloway Community Theatre
doesn't seem interested in
"May 21 to June 20 I
at 7:30 p.m. at the old freight
Get routine duties out of the your offer of friendship. Don't
depot.
Nay, before planning recrea- take it to heart.
:ion. You needn't be sceptical PISCES
Free blood pressure tests af another's sincerity. Be less (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
will be given from 12 noon to 2 guarded.
Close allies are in a serious
p.m. at the Murray Seventh- CANCER
mood. Be sceptical about a
day Adventist Church.
Orme 21 toJuly 22) GO proposition that involves benExtra work is all that a ding the rules. Stay clear of
Curds and Whey, making a creative project needs. Seek trouble.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
variety of cheeses, will be fom quality items for the home. So9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire meone is incommunicado con- natural-born moneymaker
who's artistically inclined.
Point, Land. Between the cerning their feelings.
You work well with groups
LEO
Lakes.
and like to contribute to the
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Workshop in oil painting
Self-discipline brings you welfare of the community.
with Del Frazier as instructor success. Attend to obligations. Often you are found in
will be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the A romantic interest may play businesses allied to the arts
hard-to-get. Take a chance and you're also attracted to a
Murray Art Guild.
professional career. Law,
with creativity.
medicine, diplomacy,
Murray Chapter of Parents VIRGO
manufacturing and teaching
Anonymous will meet at 7:15 ( Aug.23 to Sept. 22 I
Common sense marks your are some of the fields that app.m. For information call 753approach to life now. Others peal to you. Writing, painting,
5995 or 435-4385.
will respect your attitude. Be interior design, acting and
to safeguard your posses- music would bring you
sure
Faculty recital featuring
creative satisfaction. You
sions in the p.m.
chamber music will be at 8:15 LIBRA
thrive on large enterprises.
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Birthdate of Agatha Christie,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Keep financial dealings con- novelist; James Fenimore
State University.
fidential. Pay off old bills. A Cooper, novelist; and Jean
suspicious attitude could work Renoir,filmmaker.
exhibit in ; against you. Be less defensive.
Student
photography by Ann Assmar,
SCORPIO
Owensboro, will open at the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111/er
.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Attend to social obligations.
Arts Center, Murray State Visit with old friends. An
University, and continue unusual career idea has merit.
through Sept. 28.
6
A member of the League of
Women Voters will register
voters at Ellis Community
Center from 10:15 to 11:15
a.m. Those wishing to register
The Coldwater United
should have a social security Methodist Church Women met
card on hand.
at the church on Monday,
Sept. 8 at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
West Fork Baptist Church Jimmy Wilson in charge of the
WMU will meet at 7 p.m. at program and Mrs. Cody
the church with Thelma War- Adams leading the opening
ford, Connie White, Gracie Er- prayer.
win,and Verga Timberlake as
Scripture from John 4 was
guest speakers.
read by Mrs Hulas Wilson.
"One Word" was the discusSpecial free dinner for all sion by Mrs Gary Haneline;
UAW 1068 retirees and "The Redeemer Replies" by
spouses and other retired Mrs. Sherwood Potts; "A
members of their UAW locals Grain of Mustard Seed" by
will be at 5:30 p.m. at the Col- Mrs. Thomas Smith.
onial House Smorgasbord.
A prayer was read by Mrs
Dallas Sells, director,and Neil David Lamb, president, who
Brooks, representative, both presided at the business
of UAW Region 3, will be pre- meeting. . New officers were
sent.
elected and plans were made
to have shake sale.
Senior Citizens groups will
The door prize was received
meet as follows: Murray at by Mrs. Charles Tipton. Also ,
Ellis Center from 10 a.m. to 3 present were Mrs. Elizabeth
p.m. and at Douglas Center Jones and Mrs. Lovie Finney.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with
The next meeting will be at
lunch at 12 noon; Hazel at the church on Oct. 6 at 7:30
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2
m.
p.m. with lunch at 11:45 a.m.;
Dexter at Dexter Center .at
9:30 a.m.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Recently dismissed from
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls the Henry County General
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Edward Hudson of Hazel
hall.

t, •

Electric power is a tremendous
force for helping us. It's also a
tremendous force that can hurt us.Each
year in the TVA region many people are
injured or killed by electricity. The
reason is almost always faulty appliances
and tools. Or our own carelessness.
Protect yourself and your family from
electrical shock. Ground equipment. Use
the Ground Fault Interrupter. Or use
double-insulated tools. Keep equipment
in good working order. Replace frayed
cords. Repair or discard defective
equipment immediately.
Be alert to the warning signal — a
slight shock or tingle. Don't wait for a
second one. At the first warning, take
immediate corrective action.
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Church Women
Met;Program Held

Murray Electric
System
401

Olive

753-5312
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REVIVAL
Sept. 1441

4

Mars Hill
Bapt. Church

Preaching Each Night
Pastor: Jeff Cox
Special Singing Each Night
Services 7:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Church Located 4 Miles
East of Brewers; 7 Miles
West of Hardin - Off Hwy.80

--Come Worship
With Us
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Gold Surges This Week
After Months Of Stability
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By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - After
months of quiet and relatively
stable trading, gold surged
this, past week, jumping by as
much as $30 one day on some
metals markets and approaching $700 an ounce by the
end of the week.
The rekindled interest in
gold has not come close to the
frenetic activity
last

Mexican Restaurant
To Feature Authentic
Mexican Food
Authenic Mexican food will
be added to the menu of foods
eating
in
served
establishments in Murray
Mexican
the
when
Restaurant, located in the
Southside Shopping Center,
soon will open its doors.
Owners are Tom and Pat
Holton Knowland. Pat is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Holton of Murray.
All food will be made from
scratch using family recipes
from the Rio Grande Valley.

v'itt'w Ivry
•

Tom & Pat Knowland

1

kII AfflI

All the spices will be shipped
from El Paso, Texas.
The restaurant will seat 60
people. Hours will be from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. to
9. The facility will be closed
Sundays and Mondays.
Much work also has been
given to the building itself.
Tom and Pat has been fixing,
cleaning and remodeling the
entire restaurant to give it a
"cozy" atmosphere.
Food to be served will include enchiladas, burritos,
tamales, tacos, sopapillas (a
dessert), tostados, refried
beans and rice, guacomole
and chile. Hamburgers and
ribeye steaks also will be served

December and January when
gold jumped by as much as $75
in one day.
Gold doubled in price, rising
from a bit above $400 in early
December to above $800 a troy
ounce in January.
It reached an all-time peak
of $875 during New York
trading on Jan. 21 then tumbled in price.
After dropping to below $500
an ounce for a time in March,
gold's price advanced slowly
to about $640 an ounce in
August and early September.
Interest in gold has picked
up considerably since then.
Dealers lately have been
citing speculation that oil
prices will go up and that
Saudi Arabia will cut its production as the major reasons.
Rumors about Saudi
Arabia's plans swirled
through markets all last week.
But as of late in the week there
had been no official word from
the kingdom,and the governor
of Saudi's state petroleum
company was quoted Friday
as saying it hadn't yet decided
whether to cut production
from its current level of 9.5
million barrels a day.
But the time for rumors in
the gold market was ripe. Oil
and finance ministers of the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries begin
meeting Monday in Vienna to
discuss oil-cartel policy. Saudi
Arabia, the largest oil producer in OPEC, currently
charges about $4 less than the
cartel's suggestecbc-Ltmum
price of $32 a barrel.

Kentuckians Recruit Industry
It takes more than a single
star in the center-stage limelight to successfully promote
Kentucky as a good place to
locate a new industry.
While a recently approved
$1 Million promotional program puts Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. in the starring role,
countless numbers of Kentuckians are filling supporting
roles in the highly competitive
arena of industrial recruitment.
Among those behind the
scenes, for instance, is Jim
Rapelje, director of the Kentucky Department of Corn-

TWO BODY STYLES - The 1981 Ford Escort is available in two body styles - a threedoor hatchback (foreground) and a four-door INtgate. Powered by an advancedtechnology four-cylinder Compound Valve Hemispherical (CVH) engine, Ford's new
U.S.-built car will be one of the most fuel-efficient vehicles on the road. When equipped with the manual transaxle and 1.6-liter engine, the Escort is expected to achieve
EPA ratings of 30 estimated mpg and 44 highway. The Escort has the exterior dimensions of a subcompact, but the roomy interior qualifies it as a compact car in the EPA
size classifications. The Escort debuts at ford dealerships October 3.

Business Inventories,
Business Sales Shoot
Up By In July

WASHINGTON t AP) Business inventories_ rose 0.8
percent in July, while business
sales shot up by a robust 2.9
percent, the Commerce
Department says.
As sales increased faster
than inventories, the important sales-to-inventory ratio
declined to 1.49 percent, down
from 1.52 percent in June,
which meant that business inventories were equal to 1.49
length is 163.9 inches, and the
months of sales. The figures
liftgate is 165 inches long. The
released Thursday were the
width of both models is 65.9 inlowest since the ratio was 1.44
ches and the wheelbase is 94.2
inches - typical subcompact in March and are an indication
exterior dimensions. With that the period danger when
government volume-index inventories outpace sales is
past. If so, it would be another
ratings of 103 cubic feet for the
hatchback and 115 for the lif- indication that the recession
tgate - eight to 12 cubic feet, may be about to end and
more than its major com- should be an incentive for
petitors - the Escort's manufacturers to increase
passenger space is more their output.
typical of larger compactsized cars.
Compound Valve
Hemispherical Engine
The Escort's CVH engine is
an overhead-cam fourcylinder powerplant that
Ray Roberts, owner and
derives its name from the ful- manager of Roberts Realty,
ly machined hemispherical has announced that Wayne
combustion chamber and uni- Wilson is now associated with
que canted valvetrain. The
his firm as a broker-salesman.
design was selected after exBefore coming to Roberts
tensive research showed it to Realty, Wilson was owner of
conventional
superior
to
be
Wilson Insurance and Real
wedge and pre-chamber
engines in terms of fuel efficiency, power output, octane
requirements, tolerance for
low-grade fuels and sparkadvance potential for even
further fuel-economy improvements.
Transaxles
Standard with the Escort's
1.6-liter engine is a four-speed
fully synchronized manual
transaxle ( MTX) that incormeet magemr VIM( nerd. N.
porates wide-ratio gearing to
Ntt less
improve performance and fuel
%At. ke got mink 11m. ;tat loge
economy.
that add 1111•11/eN% oneertmeetn
rettlat entree t ost and an Indation
The MTX is designed for
fl VOtir hake ter and Itahdoly t overate
smooth operation with exWayne Wilson
cellent shift -feel," and its
computer-matched forward
Estate, which he had operated
gears reduce gear "whine"
since 1950.
and enhance gear life.
Wilson is married to the
An automatic transaxle
FEDERAL
former Jean Hurt and they
(ATX) is optional. A wideKEMPER
Highway 121 South.
reside
on
11.,7
,
INSURANCE
KOMPER (710
ratio three-speed transaxle usare the parents of four
They
COMPANY
ing a new Ford-patented splitchildren and are active
torque design in intermediate
members of Seventh and
and high gears, the ATX gives
Poplar Church of Christ.
motorists the fuel-efficiency of
Wilson is an experienced
210 East Main Street
a manual transmission and
estate Salesman and
the convenience of an real
Agents:
Ronnie Ross,
invite
his
friends
would like to
automatic.
Danny Ross, James Ross
and associates to call on him
Four-Wheel
at Roberts Realty for all of
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493
Independent Suspension
their real estate needs,
The 1981 iord Escort has a
0fully independent four-wheel
-"._/7•A&\.TApt
suspension system, which provides exceptional ride and
n
We at the
road-hugging advantages.
Teamed with front-wheel
drive, it offers more seating
space and leg room in the
passenger compartment than
comparable rear-wheel-drive
cars with solid axles.
independent-rearThe
suspension system alsc
enhances trunk space as well
as entry and exit from the
rear-passenger compartment.
Other Standard Features
Other standard Escor'
features include haloger
headlamps, a maintenancefree battery, a fluidic
windshield-washer system,
and an inertia seat-back
release.
Optional Features
Major options for the Escort
include a console that has a
graphic-display module with
malfunction warning inelectronic
dicators and
agitill clock with four-digit
vacuurrtiluorescent displays,
fingertip speed control,
pivoting front-vent windows,
and intermittent windshield
wipers.

Ford Motor Co. Meets Imports
With Introduction Of Escort

Ford Motor Company meets
the invasion of imported small
cars head-on when it introduces the new Americanmade, high-technology, frontwheel-drive Escort at Ford
dealerships on Oct. 3.
The Escort is called Ford's
World Car because it combines the latest technological
The oil-gold connection is advances from the company's
engineering
hardly a new one. Gold prices worldwide
have jumped before other facilities. Ford is number one
OPEC meetings. According to among U.S.-based companies
a Wall Street Journal in sales outside North
analysis, gold prices rose 13 America.
Powered by a dramatically
percent; 2 percent; 12 percent
Compound • Valve
and 1 percent in the one-week new
period preceding each of the Hemispherical (CVH) engine,
last four OPEC meetings.
the Escort will be one of the
This past week's activity fell most fuel-efficient cars on the
somewhere in the middle road. When certification
range. Based on closing prices testing by the Environmental
in London, the price of gold Protection Agency (EPA) is
rose 5 percent in the week. concluded, the standard 1.6Gold closed at $687 a troy liter engine is expected to
ounce Friday, compared with have ratings of an estimated
$652 a week earlier. The price 30 mpg and 44 highway.
had jumped to within a few
"The Escort is a precisiondollars of the $700 mark early built automobile that provides
Friday before dropping in late the fuel economy demanded
trading. In late New York by today's market as well as
trading, gold closed at about the ride, handling, comfort
$681 an ounce.
and convenience fe tures

Ford owners have come to expect," said Philip E. Benton,
Jr., Ford Division vice president and general manager.
"All of the Escort's major
components and systems,
such as the engine, transaxle
(combination of transmission
and axle), suspension and
body were especially designed
for the car, with no carryover
parts or components to compromise fuel economy or
space efficiency. The entire
car features state-of-the-art
technology and introduces exceptional levels of quality
enhanced
by advanced
technologies."
The Escort has more
patented features than any
other vehicle Ford has ever
built. The company has 14 U.S.
patents on various components of the car and 21 additional patents are awaiting approval.
Available in three-door hatchback and four-door liftgate
models, the Escort offers five
trim-and-equipment levels
base, "L,""GL,""GLX" and
sporty "SS" versions.
The hatchback's overall

Roberts Announces
That Wayne Wilson
Associated With Firm
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You need both.
Allstate homeowners
insurance and
mortgage protection
life insurance.

merce's economic develop- making contacts with
ment division.
members of the southern
Mr. Rapelje's division California alumni chapter of
played a role in locating 56 the University of Kentucky.
new plants in Kentucky last
Having landed interviews
year. Of 230 companies seek- with industrial locatiori
ing information, Mr.-Rapelje decision-makers, Mr. Riley
and his staff convinced 70 to tried to answer company ofsee Kentucky first-hand.
ficials' specific concerns,
In addition, the division "They might, for example,
recorded 624 plants involved ask me where they could have
in expansion activity in 1979. electric motors repaired," he
"Expanding plants involve said.
more new jobs than new
Mr. Riley also made a pitch
plants," Mr. Rapelje said.
about Kentucky's middle-ofThe division currently is the-map location, reasonably
wooiriry 130 business and in- low electricity costs and
dustrial prospects, and Mr. reliable work force.
Rapelje expects to have the
Mr. Rapelje and Mr. Riley
most luck with companies support the state's promoemploying 100 to 150 people.
tional program, which is exThe division provides ready pected to capitalize heavily on
answers to company ques- Gov. Brown's successes in his
tions. It maintains, for exam- business ventures. The mediaple, lists of available vacant centered program is to be
buildings and industrial park launched this fall by Doesites and provides a rundown Anderson, a Louisville adveron utility services and tising agency.
,
transportation facilities.
"The governor undoubtedly
But Mr. Rapelje claims that has many contacts throughout
so
state officials can go only
the United States." said Mr.
far to secure new job- Rapelje. "When he renews an
producing industries.
acquaintance tat a corpora"We get the prospects into tion), perhaps the head man
the state, but it's up to the will tell the real estate divilocal communities to do the sion, `take a look at Kenselling job," he said. "It's a tucky."
real tough racket. The guy
Said Mr. Riley: "When conwith the best story to tell and sidering the increased tax
best package to sell gets the base as opposed to the investclient."
ment made to attract new inThe Commerce Department dustry, we come out ahead."
will sponsor a series of
In July, Gov. Brown and
workshops around the state aides made a three-day trip to
this fall to assist community New York, Missouri, Indiana
leaCier-iiieir attempts to at-- and Michigan for talks with oftract industry. The depart- ficials at companies that Curment also maintains in- rently account for 68,000 Kendustrial recruitment offices in tucky jobs lad total sales
Los Angeles and New York Ci- volume of $176 billion. Gov.
ty.
.Brown's goal Is to entice-Mae
Joe Riley headed' the corporations to remain in the
three
California operation for
state, as well as to attract new
years, during which he was in- industrial concerns.
strumental in locating 19 new
industries in Kentucky.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
Recently he returned to his THE MOVE LAST WEEK
native state to take the helm of Market direction was up
the Hopkinsville Committee of slightly. Largest gains: CON
100, an industrial recruitment NA (OTC), to 181
/
41 from 16"2.
group.
Humana(NYSE),to 551,4 from
In California, Mr. Riley us- 523,4; Jerrico (OTC), to 3P.:
ed a number of informal set- from 28'-a. Biggest losses
tings to begin his search for in- General Energy (OTC), to
dustries to locate a new opera- 273x from 281,4; Kentucky Cention or beef up an existing one. tral Life (OTC), to 17,4 from
This grapevine effort included 177re.

YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.

Ross Insurance

•
TRS-80 Color Computer

Radio Shack Has TRS-80

Allstate's homeowners insurance will
help to rebuild your house if an insured
disaster strikes.
But, what if something happens to
you? Who will pay off the mortgage?
That's why you also need Allstate Life's
mortgage protection life insurance. It
helps pay off the mortgage if you die.
So your family will have help to live in
a debt-free home. You need both kinds
ofinsurance.
Just give me a call and get in on
Allstate's Good
Hands protection.

AH

See or Phone
Bob Billbigton CPCU Ibu're in good hands.
Allstate Le- ---4—compem
Guy Billington
Allstate Ure newelelf ( onl,nn‘
Owen Billington --- North
DaftShipley
_Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland
763-1761 11•1- AI r Center

urray
Insurance
Agency

•

FORT WORTH, TEXAS Radio Shack has introduced
the new TRS-80 Color Computer, designed primarily for
educational and recreational
purposes, and featuring highresolution color graphics using any home color TV as a
video monitor, and instantload Program Pairs.
The TRS-80 Color Computer
has a 53-key tipewriter-type
keyboard, a screen format of
16 lines, 32 characters per line,
graphics array fAin 32x64 to
196x256,1500 baud cassette interface and RS-232-type serial
interface.
Plug-in Color Program Paks
being offered initially include
personal finance, math, bingo,
chess, checkers, music, football, pinball and quasar commander.
In addition to using the plugin Program Paks,the user has
the capaality to program the
computer in BASIC and control the color graphics, sound,
manipulation
and
data
storage. User programs and
data may be stored on an optional cassette, recorder or
soon to be available disk

drive.
The TRS 40 Color Computer
may also be used to serve as a
TRS-80 Videotex terminal
utilizing its built-in RS-232C
serial interface with optional
software and modem. TRS-80
Videotex gives you instant access to electronic journalism,
electronic mail and other information retrieval through
the Compuserv Information
Service.
The TRS-80 Color Computer
is available exclusively from
Radio Shack stores, Radio
Shack Computer Centers and
participating dealers nationwide at a price under MOO for
the 4K RAM. 8K ROM, version. Program Paks sell for
$29.95 to $39.95. Joystick controls with pushbutton triggering are $24.95.
The extended BASIC Color
Computer with 16K RAM will
be available as an expansion
option. for $/18, or purchased
as a complete unit for $599.
Radio Shack is also selling a
matching 13-inch color TV
receiver (usable as a normal
TV)priced at $399.
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Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

Tom & Pat Knowland

Wayne Wilson
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- Lookin&Back
10 Years Ago
Fire completely destroyed the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Latham on Lne Old
Concord Road today.
The Murray Civitan Club will sponsor
an essay contest on the theme of
"Building Citizens For America," according to Dr. Joseph Hendon, committee chairmtn.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Myrta
Strader Coleman, 76, and Clay Martin,
76.
Pvt. James Gamble, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edmond Gamble,is now stationed
with the U.S. Army at Fort Polk, La.
Dr. Ron Cella, a member of the facul-

ty, has been named assistant dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences at Murray State University.
Gerald F. Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Roberts, received his Ph.D
degree in history from Michigan State
University, Lansing.
Linda Lou Brownfield, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield, was first
runnerup for the Princess of the International Banana Festival at Fulton and
received $100. Eleanor Susan Gordon of
Rock Hill, S. C., was crowned princess
and received $400.

20 Years Ago
The September term of Calloway Circuit Court opened here yesterday with
Judge Earl Osborne presiding.
Deaths reported include William
I ROSS I Harmon,79.
Frank Rickman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hayden Rickman, graduate of Murray
High School, and Judy Frances McCut' cheon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
McCutcheon, graduate of New Concord
High School, are recipients of the first
annual scholarships to be given in the
amount of $100 each by the Murray
Rotary Club.
James T. Thompson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alva B. Thompson of Murray, has

passed his Tennessee Board of Accounting examination for the degree of Certified Public Accountant. He is an
associate professor of accounting at
Memphis State University, Memphis,
Ten.
Miss Chloe Gifford, past president of
the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, will speak at the fall board
meeting of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs to be held at Kenlake
Hotel Sept. 21 to 23.
Frank W. Gould of Paducah will be
the speaker at the gospel meeting to be
held Sept. 18 to 25 at the New Providence Church of Christ.

30 Years Ago
D. Wallace of Murray. Mr. Wallace said
Collus Johnson of the Murray High
he was interested in guns of various
School Unit of the Parent-Teacher
sizes," from the column, "Seen &
Association has been named a member
Heard Aroung Murray" by James C.
of the board of the Kentucky ParentWilliams.
Teacher Association.
Deaths reported include James
Carolyn Hughes, Glenda Sims, and
Thomas Arnett and Charlie Cole.
Barbara Myers, Lynn Grove High
Joe Windsor, son of Mr. and Mrs. V.
School Trio, presented special music at
E.-Windsor of Murray, has been recallthe meeting of the Lynn Grove Parented to duty with the U.S. Army.
Teacher Association with Mrs. J. H.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Hutchens on Sept. 9 . Doran as program chairman and Mrs.
Gene Rogers as president.
'and a girl to Mr. tr.A- Mts. Rayburn
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Charlton on Sept. 10.
"Nancy goes To Rio" with Jane Powell
"Albert Wallace of Cadiz was in the
and AmiSothern.
office today. He is the father of Dr. A.

40 Years Ago
The temperature dropped from 96
degrees on the evening of Sept. 9 to 43
degrees the next morning, according to
Ralph Wear, official U. S. weather
recorder here.
Deaths reported include Ashley M.
Houston, 72, Mrs. Martha Jane (Jennie ) Miller, 74, and Mrs. Lovella Dale
Marine,73.
The Calloway County Fair is scheduled Sept. 26 to 28, according to Ray
Treon, general chairman, Rupert Hendon, vice chairman, and A. Carman,
finance chairman.
The Murray High and Douglas
Schools will open on Sept. 16, and the
Murray Training School will open on
Sept. 17, according to W. J. Caplinger,
director of Murray City Schools.
The Murray Woman's Club will have
the formal opening and dedication of
the recently completed community club
house on Vine Street on Sept. 17. An
open house will follow the dedication
ceremonies.
Marriages announced this week include Katherine Washburn to Troy
a0}

rs Ago

One of the largest enrollments in
years is expected at Murray High
School when it opens Sept. 15. The
school will open with its new addition
completed this summer, according to
Supt. W.J. Caplinger.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Ann Houston, 78, Mrs. Ruth Gentry,
Mrs. Ida Simpson Malcolm, Joe Henry
Bazzell, J. H. Filbeck, Mrs. Mary
Phillips Hannings, and William E.
Graham.
The general merchandise store of L.
Stokes at Cherry burned early on the
morning of Sept. 8.
A contract for the construction of 6.8
miles of grade and drain on the MurrayTennessee Line Road in Calloway County through Hazel has been awarded to
J. M. Perkins Company, Frankfort, on
a bid of $39,659.80.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Wyatt.
Calloway County scored high at the
Kentucky State Fair when R. M. Miller
took first prize in the senior championship and grand championship with his
purebred Jersey cow in the club show.
Emma Brown took fourth, Clyde Hall
took seventh, and Catherine Pullen took
eighth. In the senior yearling class
Hollis Rogers took seventh, and in the
two year old cow class David Booker,
Jr., took second.
Elmus J. Beale, local Ford representative for the past 23 years, has been
elected to represent Calloway County
on the Board of Directors of the West
Kentucky Automobile clubs.
Conn Linn Humphreys, son r of Mr.
and Mrs. B. G. Humphreys of Murray,
has been named director of the Murray
Training School band.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J Scherffius and son
who MVP-been residing on the ishind-ef
Hayti for ivfew years are Indkitig their
Murray no*. He IS a tobacco
home
expert(lithe U.S.(*merriment and has
been in Hayti studying tobacco production there.
A new bitylinder Chevrolet truck with
dual wheekis listed as selling for $545.

Lewis on Sept. 5.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star were Mrs. Boyd Gilbert,
George Williams, Mrs. Charles Ryan,
the Rev. R. F. Blankenship, Mrs. Bob
Robbins, Mrs. George Williams, Mrs.
Joe Baker,and Mrs. Max Churchill.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ira Waters,a boy to
Mr. and Mrs, George Dunn, a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. 011ie Duncan,a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. McClure, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Roberts, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hansford McCuiston, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Lassiter.
The Calloway County Singing Convention will be held Sept. 15 at the
Kirksey High School auditorium, according to Rudolph Howard,president.
Dr. C. S. Lowry, Miss Alice Keys,and
Supt. W. J. Caplinger are attending an
educational conference at Richmond
this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Susan and God" starring Joan
Crawford and Fredric Marsh with Ruth
Hussey, John Carroll, Rita Hayworth,
Nigel Bruce,and Bruce Cabot.

Business Mirror
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First Generation Of
Millers In County
Ernestine Bucy called me a few
days ago, delighted with the response
she had received from people in the
county who called to tell her that they
could help her in her search for the
Miller family. Following is a short
history she wrote as the result of these
answers to her query.
With the help of Mrs. Mary Frances
Stubblefield, Miss Era Miller, and Mrs.
Imogene Paschall, I have been able to
count for the first Kentucky generation
of the family of Jacob and Zellah Miller
;
(b. 1780-1781) who came here from Randolph County, North Carolina, in the
_
a,- late 1830's.
..
MINM........
'
--rrie-Irllers settled (nierea between
I am the good shepherd: the good
Murray and Hazel east of highway 641.
shepherd giveth his life for the
The Miller-Hicks road cuts through
10:11.
sheep. John
hia---land they once occupied. A house, built
Just as the shepherd leads
by Ephraim Miller, stands abandoned
flock and provides for their needs,
,on the south corner at the junction of
so Jesus provides for our spiritual
the Miller-Hicks road and the Old
needs. He gave even His life for us.
Paris-Murray road. Across the road on
the north corner, Hayman Miller's
ABOUT THIS PAGE
house once stood.
Editorials, columns and other
"Jones Miller (b. 1815) and his
are
page
this
opinionated articles on
brother Hayman lb. 1816) reared their
of
purpose
presented for the
families in this Kentucky-Tennessee
providing a forum for the free
border area and the Miller sons and
exchange of differing opinions.
daughters did not stray far afield
We at The Murray Ledger &
through the 1880's.
Times strongly believe that to limit
"Zelah E. (b. 1843), daughter of
oninionated articles to only those
Jones,known as "Zilly," married Clark
which parallel the editorial
Robinson and had two sons and two
philosophy of this newspaper would
daughters. They are listed by the inbe a disservice to our readers.
itials M.A.F., M.J., A.W., and Joseph in
Therefore, we encourage readers
the 1880 census of Calloway County.
editorial
an
with
agree
no(
who do
"R. Bartholomew (b. 1846), called
an
by
presented
ideas
stand or the
"Thal," went to Texas and I have no
or
column
a
individual writer in
further information on him.
other article, to respond with their
"William Jasper Miller, called
feelings on the particular issues
married Susan Caroline
"Jack,"
being discussed with a letter to the
Brush, and had Henry Haman (1873),
editor.
Andrew J. (1874), Jones F.(1876), Lear
By the same token, if an issue has
A. (1878), Jemima A. (1879), also Marnot been discussed on this page and
tin and Susie. He is buried at the Old
a reader feels that the issue merits
Salem Cemetery.
the attention of the general public,
"John Randolph Kirk Miller (born
or
editor
the
to
letter
a
welcome
we
1848), married Rose Anna West and had
that
whatever
on
article
an authored
Aisle Ashberry (b. 1871), Marion Irven
topic might be.
(b. 1065), and Ernest Houston lb. 1888
He is buried at Old Salem.
"Nancy C. ( born 1852), another
daughter of Jones, married Gilbert
Hart and had several children. The 1880
census lists only James T. and Obediah.
"Henry Haman (b. 1856), married
Viola Hood and had Manliff, Clough,
Mary, Bascombe,and Lulu.
"Alsey Ashberry, the last child of
Jones Miller and Jane Kirk Miller, died
at the age of eleven and is buried
beside his father,sharing his tombstone
follow the reasoning to its illogical conat Martin's Chapel cemetery.
clusion.
Those who say it doesn't pay to save
"Hayman F. Miller (b. 1816), died at
the age of thirty-eight, leaving a widow
maintain the effort is futile so long as
and eight children, one of whom was
inflation exceeds the interest earned on
crippled. The family remained intact,
the savings.
with the older children substituting for
Borrowers, meanwhile, repay in
the missing father. Only four of the
cheaper dollars. And they get two
eight children married.
bonuses: 1. all interest paid on borrowings is tax-deductible; 2. they have the
"William A. (b. 1840), known as "Arimmediate use of the money. A saver
ch," fought in the Civil War on the Condoes not.
federate side.(The Millers in Randolph
But credit usually won't buy a house
County, N.C., were slave holders.) He
with no money down. The confirmed
died in his old age at a veteran's
debtor might never own a house. The
hospital in Louisville.
confirmed saver, though he has lost
"Sarah E. (b. 1842), called "Sally,"
money, might. Therefore it sometimes
was crippled, but sat and did fine
pays toltsave even when to save means
needlework for the family. She never
to lose money.
—Does inflation help anyone these
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Bible Thought.

40-Year Mortgage
Is Not The Answer
NEW YORK (AP) — Is the 40-year
mortgage an answer to high housing
prices? Does it pay to save? Does inflation help anyone anymore?
After more than a decade of uninterrupted inflation these questions continue to be pondered by people who are
close to their wit's end, and probably
not very far from their financial end.
—Is the 40-year mortgage the
answer? Probably not. After looking at
the numbers you're likely to agree it
might be more a problem than an
answer.
A rather typical $40,000 mortgage at
12 percent for 20 years would involve
240 monthly payments of $440.44, for a
total of $105,706. To extend payments to
40 years would reduce the monthly bill
by just $37.40 to $403.40, and enlarge the
total payment to $193,632.
Few people would dispute that an addition of nearly $88,000 to the total bill is
a dear price to pay for a $37.40 monthly
reduction. And yet the suggestion continues to come up, although not from
lenders.
Pegging mortgages to 20-year or 25year limits eems to make sense,
because tensed those periods the rate
of loan reduCtion shrinks.
But a great many families who have
20-year mortgages will hold them only 7
the, a 40-year amoror 1`,,Z..,(s.•
Migid make sense. A
tization
their monthly paygreater,
and deductible on illment*
come fetes. After or 8 years they sell,
and make large capital gains.
The answer,therefore, Isn't clearcut.
—Dosa,it pay toIA? You can make
a strong case that it doesn't. But don't

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

,
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married.
"M. Susan Miller (b. 1844) married
John T. Gunter and had nine children,
identified only by initials in the 1880
census: J.I., AS., A.B., J.A., R.H.,
E.S.,E., Lorena and Ann.
"Ephraim J. Miller (b. 1846) married
twice. The first marriage to G. Alice
Clanton produced his children. James
Hurnphreys Miller (b. 1877)and Lulu B.
Miller (b. 1879). A second marriage was
to Sarah Eula Rogers.
"Mary Frances Miller (b. 1848), married T. M. Barber. Their children are
listed in the 1880 census as H. N.(son),
Alice, Ella,and Iris (son.
"Alsey B.(b. 18511, called "ALs," also
married twice — sisters, Zulu E.
Allbritten, and Laura E. Allbritten. I
have no record of any children.
"Celia Miller lb. 1852), was what was
then termed an "old maid school
teacher" who taught and helped rear
her sister's child, Miller Marshall. She
is buried at martin's Chapel.
"Zelah Parmelia (b. 1854), the last
child of Hayman F. Miller and Mary
Moore Miller, married Thomas Marshall and died giving birth to their only
child, Miller Marshall.
"Life in the early days was harsh and
took its toll of young men and young
mothers, but the line of the German immigrant, John Frederick Miller, who
came to Virginia from Germany in
1738, continued through the 1880's in
Kentucky."

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 13, the 2117.1
day of 1980. There are 109 days 10414
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On September 13, 1788, the Cpnstitutional Convention authorized 'the
first national election in the United
States.
On this date:
In 1814, Francis Scott Key was detained aboard a British warship near
Baltimore. He wrote the "Star Spangled Banner" the next morning.
In 1943, Chiang Kai-shek assumed the
title of president of China.
In 1954, Edmund Muskie was elected
Maine's first Democratic governor in 20
years.
In 1968, Albania became the first
Communist country to quit the Warsaw
Pact.
Ten years ago, Israel arrested 450
Arabs in occupied Jordan and said it
would exchange them for hostages held
by Palestinian guerrillas.
Five years ago, the Defense Department deferred a planned 8,000-man
reduction in support troops in West Germany on the grounds that it would
weaken our position in Europe.
One year ago: President Carter
received the lowest job rating of any
president in nearly three decades, according to an Associated Press-NBC
poll of 1,600 Americans.
Today's birthdays: Actress Jacqueline Bisset is 36. Actress Claudette
Colbert is 75.
Thought for today: The more people
have studied different methods of bringing up children, the more they have
come to the conclusion that what good
mothers and fathers instinctively feel
like doing for their babies is best after
all. — Benjamin Spock.
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By Ken Wolf
We think the virtue of modesty to be
an invention of civilized man. The
American humorist Samuel Clemens
( Mark Twain) (1835-1910) declared i^-,,st
an essay on "The Damned Human
Race" that immodesty was our invention:
Indecency, vulgarity, obscenity these :are strictly confined to
man; he invented them. Among
the higher animals there is no
trace of them. They hide nothing;
they are not ashamed. Man, with
his soiled mind, covers himself.
He will not even enter a drawing
room with his breast and back
naked, so alive are he and his
mates to indecent suggestion.
In an earlier portion of this same
essay, Twain notes that both men and
cats have "loose morals" but cats are
unconscious of that fact and men are
not. "The cat is innocent," he wrote,
"man is not."
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
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Carter Not Recognized

Open Forum

lad
wo

^

he passed.
But he stopped when it became apparent that they were simply trying to
hail taxicabs and had not recognized
him behind the heavy glass windows of
the armored vehicle.
Vice President Walter F. Mondale,
not known for stirring speeches that
have audiences ciammoring for more,
still manages to introduce "applause
lines," that may bring an audience to
life.
But when an audience seems hesitant
to interrupt the vice president with a
round of applause, he encourages them
with a standard line: "Any time you
feel like clapping,let 'er rip."
It always works. Or at least it did until he hit San Francisco on the campaign trail last week.
There, he spied at the head table of a
Commonwealth Club luncheon he was
addressing an old friend, Walter
Shorenstein, who is also a long-time
Democratic Party contributor.
"Shorenstein, I invited you as one of
my guests, and you haven't clapped
yet. Get started," Mondale commanded. Shorenstein obeyed.
"Very good," Mondale replied, instructing his guest to repeat his act
"whenever I raise this hand."

RESOLUTION
Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association and
Murray State University
Campus Chaplains
Association
(passed Sept. 3, 1980)
The Murray Calloway County
Ministerial Association and the Murray
State University Campus Chaplains
Association express our concern regarding the actions of the United States
When the president flew home to
Parole Commission concerning the
Washington Tuesday after a campaign
release of Dr. James Ammons after
serving less than three years of a fiftrip to New Jersey, press secretary
teen year term on three convictions of
Jody Powell skipped the flight aboard
Air Force One to ride home aboard the
illegal drug trafficking. Our hope is for
the rehabilitation of any person who
chartered press plane.
violates the legal and moral laws of our
It was a quick flight, and he spent the
entire time in his first-class seat at the
society, but we deplore any action that
lessens the impact of the seriousness of
front of the airplane, sitting beneath a
bumper sticker toting Ronald Reagan's
such offenses.
presidential campaign. The sticker had
We encourage Fred Partin, Assistant
been placed on the aircraft's inside wall
U. S. Attorney in his continuing inby a press corps gagster who delighted
vestigation. We also support all other
in pointing it out to everyone but the
law enforcement officials in their efpress secretary.
forts to help rid our area of illegal
drugs.
Powell sat and smiled beneath the
sticker while a stewardess took his picWe are opposed to the use of illegal
.sdrugs but it seems useless to arrest the
"
ture, apparently thinking all the while
user when the pushoriterves a brief '• •
It was hi;-uniting face which attracted her ca
time in jail for such a major offense.
at Andrews
This kind 0.11Ction is discouraking tG
When the
ingtoia and
our law officials who often hived many
• Air Force
ed old to Powell, he
months of investigation in drug cases.
the sign was
smiled once again and said: "I've done
The Ministerial Association will
sornt dumb things...." His voice trailed,
apionitor and keep the pitbliti aware'of:
, in this case.
other inconsistenits
•.7
•
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Jimmy's White House

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, who likes on occasion to sneak
out of the White House for a quiet dinner at a Washington restaurant, and
who also likes to sneak out of town for a
fishing expedition now and then in
Pennsylvania, indulged himself with a
shopping trip in the nation's capital
recently.
He was spied checking out fishing
tackle at a new store in the Georgetown
section at midday, accompanied by a
fishing companion, first lady Rosalynn
Carter.
Traveling through the city's streets in
a limousine, but accompanied by only
two other vehicles, instead of the usual
motorcade, Carter waved at the people
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Professors Co-author Work
By Abigail Van Buren

'Amens' Offered by
More and More Women
DEAR ABBY: I enjoy your column thoroughly. It's one
part of the newspaper I rarely skip. It's because of the
influence you exercise that I'm moved to write.
Recently, the Richmond Times-Dispatch ran in your
column the letter from "M. in Passaic," the railroad
worker's widow who wished to marry religiously but not
legally. You replied that if there were a compassionate
minister in Passaic willing to bless a union of that sort, you
"hope he contacts" you.
This is the second time within the past year that you've
made the assumption that the minister would be a man.
Abby,there are several thousand dedicated women clergy
among us, and we irtill face enormous discrimination in
church employment. Fulfilling our calls to preach and
annithister the sacraments involves an often lonely and
uphill battle against deep-rooted prejudices in favor of male
clergy.
Please don't make our struggle for recognition any more
difficult than it is by assuming that all pastors are men.
Thank you for your consideration.
THE REV. ANITA J. BALY (PASTOR),
ST. MATTHEW LUTHERAN CHURCH,RICHMOND,VA.
DEAR MS. BALY: Thanks for the reminder. From
now on it will be "A-men and A-women"!

Two Murray State University professors are co-authors of
a chapter in a newly-published
handbook on public personnel
administration and labor relations.
They are Dr. Hoy Kirk and
Dr. Farouk Umar. Kirk is in
the Department of Management and Marketing and
specializes in
business
strategy,
organizational
behavior and labor relations.
Umar, a member of the
Department of Political
Science and Legal studies
faculty, specializes in international relations and American
government.
They have co-authored one
of 14 chapters of the second
part of the two-part handbook,
which deals with labor relations and collective bargaining in the public sector.
Entitled, "The Legal Context," their contribution to the
handbook discusses the impact of the federal principle of
organization on labormanagement relations in the
:asses Sri

WI 1/051511

Other contributors to the
public sector and legal
developments at the federal, handbook included professors
state and local levels of from the Universities of
Georgia, Pittsburgh, North
government.
The first unit, containing 12 Carolina State, Houston,
chapters, deals with such California, Indiana, Missouri,
issues as recruitment, selec- Tennessee and South
tion and training of personnel Carolina.
The book was edited by four
in addition to assessing performance, promotion and assur- professors from three univering equal employment among sities - Auburn, Kent State and
others.
Kansas.

Garcons Rise To Occasion At Lunch
MILWAUKEE(AP) — Most
waiters would have been appalled, but garcons at the newly opened Hyatt Regency rose
to the occasion when a dozen
freeloading,
non-tipping
pachyderms elbowed their
way to the hotel's open-air
lunch tables.
As a live band played Henry
Mancini's "Baby Elephant
Walk," the wrinkled guests
nosed their way through 1,500
pounds of fresh fruit,
vegetables and pastries the
management had spread out

on beds of hay.
Joining the four-legged
guests at the Wednesday luncheon was famed animal
trainer Gunther GoebelWilliams, who will put the
animals through their paces
when the Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Circus
opens in the Milwaukee arena.
About 400 spectators and
Goebel-Williams' 10-year-old
son also were on hand for the
publicity stunt.
"My service training didn't
cover this," one waiter said.
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DEAR ABBY: I have just learned a very important fact of
life.
Marriage is not for every man. I was married for 12 years
to one of the loveliest and prettiest women on earth, but that
didn't stop me from being attracted to other women. We are
no longer married for that reason, and I realize now I never
should have been married in the first place. Some men are
simply incapable of being faithful.
No conceit intended, but I am a very attractice man,and it
is impossible for me to be around an attractive woman
without coming on to her. Now that I am a bachelor I can do
as I please without worrying about hlurting anyone, because
I confine my attentions to unmarried women exclusively.
INCURABLE FLIRT
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SUNDAY 12-6
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DEAR INCURABLE: Boys flirt. Mature men prefer
more meaningful and lasting relationships. No one is
incapable of being faithful. But many are WSW Wing.
•••

DEAR NO WORRIES: I don't want to worry you,
lady, but a man can have the finest banquet in the
world, and six hours later he's hungry again.

many people are now The
public is discovering the
health benefits from optimal
levels of physical fitness At
your young age, it's easier for
you to start than it is for
someone who has just found
this out at age 52 What kind
of program you should start
depends a lot on your level of
physical fitness If you're
really out of shape the first
thing to do is to start a walking program That's also what
I recommend for middle-aged
and older people As you gradually improve your walking
program so that you can walk
an hour a day without fatigue.
then you can start adding
other programs
I like for a person to have a
well-rounded fitness program
if their health permits That
includes some endurance
exercises_ Walking is one of
those but it's a relatively low
level endurance The person
who's fit can gradually develop a jogging program if he
wishes. Other endurance exercises include swimming,
which I think is an outstand-
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DEAR CHARLENE: Possible, but not probable.
Before you invest more time in this mysterious
character,find out what Its he "sells" and for whom.
It could be a line you don't need.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

For
DEAR DR. LAMB
some time now I've been
interested in beginning a
physical fitness program for
myself At age 22 I feet I'm
not in the best of shape I
believe in physical fitness but
have personally done little
about it.
Most of the literature I find
deals with body building My
goal as simply to obtain and
maintain good body tone. I'm
6-feet-2 and weigh 165
pounds Ill never be Mr Universe nor'do I want to be I
want a program that I can
stick with for years to come
My hope is that you can give
me a line on the proper physical fitness program. I don't
want to sound as if I'm
against the use of weights I
realize they are an important
part of any program. I just
want to use them properly
I also hear conflicting stories in regard to Jogging. Maybe you can give me some
insight on the pros and cons of
instituting a fitness program.
DEAR READER -- At
least you're interested and

0e, mm +ewe, a u. Nee. mem ea.
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DEAR ABBY:Seeing as how I was new in town,I stopped
a nice-looking man on the street and asked him for
directions. He said it wasn't far,and since he was going that
way he would walk me there. Before we parted he asked me
if he could see me again and I said yes.
To make a long story short, Mike and I started going
together and now, eight months later, we are very much in
love and have even talked about marriage some time in the
future.
Abby, Mike never talks about his parents, his life or
anything to do with his past. He says he has no friends or
living relatives, no parents, no sisters or brothers. He
doesn't talk about his job, either. He just says he "sell," for
a living.
I am 30 and have never been married. Mike says he is 33
and has never been married either. He has been to my flat
but I have never been to his. (I don't even know where he
lives.)
Is it possible that he has no friends or living relatives?
CHARLENE

kr

Wants a fitness program

Our Reg. 11,97

Men's Cardigans
classic! In many wardrobe

ing exercise because it sup
ports the body weight while
you're exercising That's particularly helpful for middleaged and older people who
might have arthritis problems
The second aspect of a wellrounded fitness program
should be strength training
That's where you use weights
or other resistance exercises
accomplished with exercise
machines Incidentally, body
calisthenics fall in this group
because your body is used as
the weight You develop a
muscle by working it against
resistance
The third type of important
exercises are the flexibility
exercises — those which
stretch the muscles and use
the joints through their full
range of motion. That will go
a long way toward helping to
maintain good posture.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter
number
15-12.
Exercise Wise
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Girls'
Polyester
Pants

Dollar Day
Savings On
Denim Jeans
For Men

Special
Puithose

Western-style
leans, in rugged 10-oz. cotton denim,
spans the seasons easily
Indigo blue.

Easy•fit pull.
on pants in
assorted colors. Carefree
polyester.
sizes 4-14.
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Travel Curling Iron
Retractable styling wand
with heat-resistant tip

V;

expanding colors. Acrylic

3 52
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0,
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Black and White Portable TV-AC DC
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93c
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/
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Our 1.97 Ea
Boxes !Our 63c Ea
/
1
2-Lb.' Boxed Cookies Heath Miniatures
Choose from a variety and For Halloween treating or
lb
fill the cookie jorSave now. prime-time snacking

1 21

For

Each

Cake Mixes Or Frostirq's •Stereo LP's And Tapes
Choice of 3 types of cake
mix or 2 frosting flavors

Selected instrumentals
vocals. country more.

THE ACES®IRA G CORN, JR.
"To relax the mind is to
lose it."--Musonius
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Declarer made a series of
automatic plays in a try for
his shaky spade game. Obviously the fruits of a relaxed
and comfortable mind. Had
he thought about the defenders' motives for even one
moment, he might have
found the way to stop the
attack.
South might have raised
two no trump to three, but
he was sure that either
game would make and "why
not collect the 100 honors?"
West's diamond deuce
went to East's ace and the
diamond queen came back.
Declarer covered automatically and after West's ruff
back came a heart. It was
now or never for a winning
finesse, and East got his
king of hearts. Next came
the jack of diamonds and
declarer was down one
before he could draw a deep
breath.
"No score," announced
South quickly. He wanted
the 100 honors to divert
North's attention from the
no trump game.
But North found something else to say, "I don't
blame you for opting for the
honors, but why didn't you
try to make your game?
Had you thought about the
play, it would not have been
necessary to ever take a
heart finesse."
North was right, of
course. When East leads
back the diamond queen,
declarer stould duck
instead of covering with his
king. East leads a third diamond but time will have run
out for the defense West
ruffs and shifts to a heart,
kut there is no need to

NORTH

SANDW/Ci

9-13-A

fleas
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Cut-Rite®
Paper

Roll

6

Wax

Save on handy kitchen paper. 33.9
yds. x 11.8".

Our Low Price

/Our Low Price

Glad Sandwich Bags

Folding Metal Chair

18x24" Carpet Remnant

Polyethylene with fold
/
2xl /
1
2x51
/
2":
lock top. 61

Handy for extra seating
bolds to store. Durable

Broadloom remnants with
iute or nonslip backing.

*With automatic color control, fine tuning
•Chassis provides low power consumption
64 Fl, Oz,
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Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: East. The bidding:
East
Pass
Pass

Sesta
1•
4•

Opening
deuce

West North
Pass 2N1'
All pass
lead: Diamond

2

2P3

For

finesse. Dummy's fifth diamond will provide a discard
and declarer takes his 10
tricks "With 100 honors,
partner"

28-ox.' Pine Power'

Effectively cleans, disinfects and deodorizes.

Formula 409' Refill
Strong household
cleaner needs no rinse

3 Days Only

Save On Liquid-plumr

Carpet Fresh '°

Fast-acting drain opener
With safety cop 64 oz

Powder deodorizer used
with a vacuum. 14-oz.•

CAFETERIA

For Top Or
Bottom OF
Bumper

SPECIAL

Bid with Cwa
South holds: 9-1?-B
•
462
•K 1094
•A QJ 7
•J 92
North
I,
2 NT

South
2•

3 Drays
Only

$2

Our Reg 2.97

ANSWER: Four hearts. The
good hearts and the doubletcm
spade should make the suit
game safer than three no
trump
SenJ tyrtdige questions to The Ares,
CO Bco 12513..Dellas, Islas 75225.
With sell-addrened. stamped envelope
for reply

1 -Qt. Vacuum Bottle
With polyurethabne foam
insulation. In solid colors
Owen'as,,,...rewww.

6

Each

High-intensity Lamps
Rectangular amber fog or
clear driving lamp 12 V

$22
Yow NW Cott
Atte Factory lobate

•The Button Instant Camera
Motorized and fully automatic. The
least expensive way to get
super SX-70* photos.

17

Our 19 97

Fire Extinguisher
Effective for all types of
fires Hanging bracket

50
Hot Turkey Sandwich With
Whipped Potatoes and Gravy

„ • .04retv,.....1.
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Calloway County Finally Breaks Win Barrier, 14-8
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
As the clock ran down on the
biggest night in Calloway
County's brief football history,
it was a rather subdued group
of Laker players who viewed
the action on the field.
Leading 14-8 with less than a
minute left in the game, the
idea had still not completely
struck to the Calloway sideline
that the long-awaited first
taste of victory had finally
conic. Only when Tonuny
Workman batted down the
final Cougar pass of the night
two yards deep in his own end
zone did it dawn on the
Lakers.
Thirteen games of frustration and mistakes were washed away in the celebration
that followed.
The din in the victors
lockerroom was deafening.
Each time that the wave of
emotion began to subside, a
new victory cry, brought it to
an even higher crest.
Calloway head coach Sam
Harp was paraded about on
the shoulders of his charges as
players wrapped each other in
sweaty embraces. Victory had
finally come to the longsuffering Laker camp.
It has been a long time
coining for us but it was well
worth the wait," Harp exulted. "I am very proud of this

group of men. They have
never given up despite all the
adversity that they have had
to face."
It began with an aroused
Laker squad taking the field to
start the game.
After receiving the opening
kick, the rattled McLean offense immediately jumped
offside. The mistakes quickly
multiplied as, on the very next
play, Cougar quarterback
Barry Abney lost the handle
on the ball. The result was a
first down on the McLean 21
for the jubilant Calloway
troops.
Their joy turned to dismay
as the Lakers could net just
four yards on three consecutive blasts into the middle
of the Cougar line. The dismay
turned to outright groans as
Darnell Tharpe's 24-yard field
goal attempt skimmed off to
the right.
Nothing was to stop the skyhigh Calloway defense on this
night, however. With McLean
taking over at its own 24, the
Laker front wall threatened to
shove heir offensive counterparts out of the end zone as
two Cougar plays lost 23
yards.
With a third and 33 on his
own 1-yard-line, Abney again
coughed up the ball. This time
it cost McLean dearly as Marty McCuiston pounced on the

It was a much more sober
Laker squad that filed quietly
to their halftime entrenchments but a re-inspired
team charged out for the second half.
The Lakers just missed converting a third-and-two run on
their first possession of the
half and had to punt. When
McLean's returner Steve
Clark lost control of the ball, it
was Steve Cherry who
recovered for Calloway on the
McLean 39.
immediately
Calloway
caught fire offensively, with
Tommy Workman leading the
way. The junior tailback, just
recovered from an injury that
kept him out for two weeks,
carried for 21 of the 39 yards,
covering the final five over
right tackle for the score to
give Calloway a 14-0 lead with
8:21 left in the third quarter.

TOMMY WORKMAN (26) was Calloway County's
workhorse in last night's 14-8 win at McLean County.
Workman carried the ball for 21 yards on the Lakers' 39early lead. Neither team could
muster a good drive
throughout the remainder of
the first half as penalties and
miscues hampered their
The two squads settled into , respective attacks.
'Several times the Lakers
a pattern of constant mistakes
held good field position only to
after Calloway assumed the
loose ball for the initial Laker
touchdown. Tharpe's conversion made it 7-0 with 7:26 left
in the first period.

Workman ran impressively
during the entire second half,
earning praise from his coach.
yard touchdown drive and batted away McLean's final
"Tommy Workman sparked
pass of the game in the end zone,
us tonight," Harp said." He
Becker
Steve
Photo by
rim with a lot of authority and
middle.
have a penalty wipe out the his own 17. Leaving a trail of gave us power in the
sprawling bodies and grasping He was getting four or five
advantage
yards on every carry.
Penalties also hurt the home defenders, the fleet Searcy
"We spent the whole
team.
flashed to an 87-yard halftime period talking about
and it really paid
With 9:22 left in the first touchdown. But clipping our offense,
line was
offensive
Our
off.
tying
potential
the
nullified
Chris
half, Cougar halfback
the ball well
off
them
blowing
score.
at
Searcy fielded a Laker punt

in the second half."
The teams lapsed back into
their error-prone ways for the
remainder of the contest.
The only big play came with
1:42 left in the third stanza
when Searcy scored the
Cougars' only touchdown on a
83-yard pass play from Abney.
McLean County faked the
placement and Searcy raced
around right end for the two
points to make it 14-8.
With the clock licking away,
McLean had several chances
to push across the deciding
score. A determined Laker
defense and some timely
penalties stemmed the
McLean tide. The Cougars last
gasp came with 32 seconds left
in the game.
After blocking a Rusty
McKenzie punt, the home
team had four shots at the goahead TD from the Laker 34.
On the final play of the game,
Abney had Searcy open in the
end zone for the ultimate
Laker heartbreaker but could
not get enough zip on the ball
to prevent Workman from batting it down as time expired.
"That last play seemed like
an eternity," Harp admitted.
"I sure was happy when Tonimy got to the ball. That would
have been a terrible way to
lose."
Calloway, now 1-3, travels to
Lone Oak nest Friday night.

Fort Campbell Is Too Much As Murray Falls, 41-7

KEVIN EXTINE (12) fires a 48-yard touchdown strike to David Peyton to give Fort
Campbell a comfortable 34-7„in the fourth quarter. Murray's Tony Herndon (73) is too
Matt Phoio, By David Hibbitis
late to stop the pass.
By DAVID HIBBrrIS
Sports Editor
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. —
Everywhere Murray looked
last night, Fort Campbell was
coming. Whether the defending Class AA state champions were bouncing off Tiger
tacklers, running right over
them or cutting past them, the

41-7 verdict was never in Fort Campbell drove the ball
methodically into the end zone
doubt.
The Falcons' sophomore as Darrell Stewart, who was
running back Darrell Wallace, the leading rusher with 114
yards in 18 carries, bulled
who rushed for 87 yards in 10
over from the 1-yard line for
carries for the game, did not
the score.
hesitate to get his offense in
After Murray set its pattern
good field position as he took
the opening kickoff to the Mur- for the first half by losing yardage on its first possession,
ray 42-yard line.
In less than three minutes, Fort Campbell took the ball

right back to score on another
one-yard run by Stewart with
4:40 still left in the quarter.
After that, the Tigers tried
everything from a single wing
offense, with tailback Tim
Foster and fullback Albert
Ball carrying the ball straight
from the snap, to the alternating of quarterbacks Greg
Morton and Bill Shelton for the
third straight week.
But neither worked to any
avail.
It was a particularly
frustrating night again for the
vastly talented senior Foster,
who finished the game with an
unbelievable -11 yards in eight
carries.
Showing what he could do
when he had just a little space
to run the ball, Foster returned a Fort Campbell kickoff,
after the third touchdown, 49
yards to midfield as he came
within just a few steps of
breaking it all the way.
But that was Foster's last
shot at any room as the Fort
Campbell defense dropped
him behind the line more and
more as the game progressed.
There was a flickering offensive display for Murray
after Fort Campbell had gone
ahead, 28-0, with 8:22 left in
the third quarter.
After taking over at its own
29. Ball got the first taste of an
attack started with a 13-yard

would be awesome. A lot of
people are going to have to
reckon with Fort Campbell
before the season is over.
They are the best club we have
played so far.
"Next week, though, we will
play a better one (Mayfield)."
Reflecting on the game,
Hina saw signs of a team that
could play football as well as
he could hope, but he could not
understand the frequent
breakdowns.

run, the best from scrimmage
until then.
Then Greg Schanbacker got
the passing game going as he
took a pass from Shelton to the
Fort Campbell 48. From there,
Shelton was sacked again for
an eight-yard loss and the
drive was stalled.
But on the next possession,
Shelton began to find tight end
Robin Roberts for chunks of
yardage until a pass interference call put the ball on
the Fort Campbell 22.
After a 10-yard reception by
Roberts and a couple of losses,
Murray averted a shutout
when Schanbacker snagged a
tipped pass at the 4-yard line
and doggedly found his way
over the goal line for the
touchdown.
Fort Campbell then put its
first team back into the game
and scored in just three plays
as quarterback Kevin Extine
hit David Peyton behind the
Tiger secondary for a 48-yard
touchdown.
There was little left to be
decided after that as both
teams had a chance to get a
look at some different players.
"We just got the dog kicked
out of us tonight," a perplexed
Murray coach John Hina said
after the game. "Either they
are that good or we are .that
poor.
"I knew Fort Campbell

"We worked hard all week,"
Hina said, "but we have not
really executed like we are
capable. For some reason, we
are not executing on Friday
night.
"I am very disappointed in
our effort, as individuals and
as a team.
"If we lay around, we are
going to get hurt. If we play
football, we can be proud of
ourselves. I do not think we
are loafing.

"We played a good football
,
team tonight. They had Uhl
things we -just could not
counteract, including
quickness."
The Tigers'effort was led by
Shelton who completed six of
eight passes,for 79 yards, with
Roberts catching five for 55
yards.
Murray's record drops to 1-2
with the loss as it prepares for
its next game with undefeated
Mayfield.
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Harlan, Bellevue Do Not Know That

Weekend Is Tame One For Upsets
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
It was a pretty tame weekend
as far as upsets were concerned, but don't try selling that
story to Harlan's Dragons and
the Tigers of Bellevue.
Harlan and Bellevue had the
distinction, if that is the word,
of being the only teams among

the 26 currently listed in the
five high school football polls
to drop games to unrated
clubs on Friday. Cumberland
County edged No. 2 Harlan of
Class A by a 7-0 score behind
Tat Walker's 24-yard thirdperiod scoring run while tovington Catholic outlasted

Bellevue, the fifthrated Class
A team, by a 25-14 margin.
Two other rated teams were
beaten Friday, but each of
those defeats came at the
hands of other ranked clubs.
In a Jefferson County AAAA
battle, No. 4 Louisville
Southern dropped a 12-7 con-
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Nap.Ao
‘untinf,
And We Must Sell All
80 Model Toyotas In Stock.
Hugo %tinge! Deals Like Never-Before

HATCHER AUTO-SALES
515 South 1 2th — 753-4961

test to Louisville DeSales,
which is tied for fifth with
Louisville St. Xavier. In a
Class AAA showdown with
possible state title overtones,
second-rated Fort Thomas
Highlands battered No. 3
Newport Catholic 29-12.
All else went according to
form across the state, with
rated teams winning as expected. The most impressive
group was Class AA, where
only No. 2 Fort Campbell was
scored upon. But that lone
touchdown hardly mattered as
the defending state champions
bounced Murray 41-7 as Darrell Stewart and Darrell
Wallace each scored two
touchdowns.
In other Class AA romps,
No. 1 Mayfield stayed
unbeaten with a 47-0 walloping
of Todd Central, while No. 3
Corbin crushed Whitley County 49-0. No. 4 Bardstown
romped past Garrard County
37-0
behind
Steve
Kimberlaitd's three scoring
runs, and No. 5 Pikeville rolled to a 48-0- win over St. Paul,
Va.
In the only other game involving a top-ranked teams,
Bowling Green of State AAAA
won its third ins row with a 2714 win over Marshall County.
Two other No. 1 teams,

Franklin-Simpson of Class
AAA and Richmond Madison
of Class A, were idle.
No. 1 Louisville Trinity of
Jefferson County plays
Louisville Westport tonight.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County: No. 2
Louisville Bishop David edged
Pleasure Ridge Park 14-7 as
Scott Walker passed for one
score and ran for another, No.
3 Louisville Butler blanked
Louisville Western 14-0, and
St. Xavier, tied for fifth with
DeSales, slipped past
Louisville Iroquois 13-7.
—State AAAA: No. 2
Paducah Tilghman beat
Owensboro 27-6, No. 3 Madison
Central got by Clark County
24-16, No. 4 Lexington
Lafayette nipped Shelby County 12-7 and No. 5 Lexington
Tates Creek edged Boone
County 27-26.
.—Class AAA: No. 4 Woodford County decisioned
Franklin County 21-6 and
Union County -pummelled
Fteidland 53-13.
—VMS A: No. 3 PIM
bombed Mullins 58-8 and No. 4
Owen County got two
touchdowns apiece from Tom
Packett, Curt Cochran and
Tony Ware in a 49-12 battering
of Trimble County.

OUT OF HIS GRASP — Murray defensive Robin Roberts gets his hands on a possible
interception, but could not quite come up with the ball. On offense, Roberts caught
five passes for SS yards.
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Start Planning Now
For NOW Accounts

They're Coming To Murray On
January 1st!
—

Security Federal offers
5.2s% On Interest Bearing Checking Accounts
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Langford Throws 22nd
Straight Complete Game Baseball Standings
Kentucky Prep Football
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Boston 4-2; Toronto defeated
AP Sports Writer
Baltimore 7-5; Detroit beat
When Rick Langford starts Cleveland 6-3; Chicago turned
something, he finishes it —
back Minnesota 5-3;
even if it kills him.
Milwaukee whipped Seattle 7And it almost did Friday 1 and California outscored
night.
Texas 8-4.
Langford hung in there
despite 14
by Kansas City
and manal
pitch his 22rid
straight complete game as the
Oakland A's beat the Royals 9The A's won the game for
5.
"The other guys deserve the Langford with a three-run
credit for this one," said seventh triggered by Mitchell
Langford, who set an Oakland Page's second home run of the
record with his 25th complete game, a leadoff blast off
game of the year. "They did reliever Craig Chamberlain,
the work. I was just the guy 0-1. The A's sewed it up with
out there trying to get batters three runs in the eighth in a
rally keyed by Wayne Gross's
out."
Oakland Manager Billy RBI-triple.
Martin
Page, who has 16 homers
agreed
with
Langford's personal assess- this season and four in his last
two games, drove in three
ment.
"It wasn't one of Langford's runs Friday night, one on a
better games," said Martin, single in the third.
who showed his concern durLangford, 16-11, has not
ing the ninth inning when he been taken out of a game since
had a long conversation on the May 18, and his streak of conmound with the pitcher.
secutive games is believed to
"If Billy had taken me out at be the longest in the big
that point, he certainly would leagues in more than 50 years.
have had the right to do it,"
Yankees 4, Red Sox 2
said Langford.
Reggie Jackson hit his 37th
Elsewhere in the American homer and scored the tieLeague, New York defeated breaking run after a fourth-

AL Roundup

Inning double, leading New
York over Boston.
Rudy May, 14-5, unbeaten
since July 22, earned his
seventh consecutive victory
with eighth-inning relief help
from Rich Goesage, who gained his 27th save.
May gave up six hits, struck
out seven and walked three in
beating the Red Sox for the
third time this season.
The victory was the
Yankees' 11th in the last 12
games and 14th in the last 14.
boosting their record to 89-52,
tops in the major leagues.
Blue Jays 7, Orioles 5
John Mayberry and Lloyd
Moseby each knocked in two
runs to lead Toronto over
Baltimore.
Joey McLaughlin,6-8, pitched 71-3 innings before needing
relief help from Mike Willis,
who earned his second save
after allowing solo home runs
to Ken Singleton and John
Lowenstein in the eighth.
Mike Flanagan, 14-12, took
the loss for the Orioles, who
dropped four games behind
the Yankees in the AL East.
The victory was Toronto's
60th of the season, the most in
the Blue Jays' five-year
history.

Rookie Not'Embarrassing'
In First Mound Performance
By KILEY ARMSTRONG
AP Sports Writer
Inspiration boiled down to
just one thought when Al
Olmsted climbed onto the
mound for his major league
debut.
"I didn't want to embarrass
myself," Olmsted said after
pitching 91-3 scoreless innings
to help the fourth-place St.
Louis Cardinals sweep a
doubleheader 7-4, 5-0 from
second-place Philadelphia
Friday night that saw the
Phillies drop two games
behind the Montreal Expos in
the National League East.
In other NL games, the Los
Angeles Dodgers defeated the
Cincinnati Reds 5-2; the
Houston Astros downed the
San Francisco Giants 5-3; the
Montreal Expos shut out the
Pittsburgh Pirates 1-0; the
Atlanta Braves beat the San
Diego Padres 6-2; and the
Chicago Cubs rolled over the
New York Mets 10-5 in 14 innings.

Reliever John Littlefield
was credited with the Cardinals' 5-0 nightcap win, but
the 23-year-old Olmsted was
the key figure, getting out of at
least three jams against the
hard-hitting Phillies.
Pete Vuckovich, who got
credit for the 7-4 win in the
opener, is 8-3 lifetime and 3-1
this
year
against
Philadelphia.

NL Roundup
Dodgers 5,Reds 2
The Dodgers rode Jay
Johnstone's two-run double to
defeat Cincinnati and drop the
Reds 31
/
2-games behind
themselves and Houston in the
NL West. But the loss of shortstop Bill Russell was clearly
their main concern.
Don Sutton, 11-4, scattered
three hits over seven innings
while suffering from a broken
toe. Rookie reliever Steve
Howe picked up his 16th save,

1
4

the most ever by a Los
Angeles rookie.
Astros 5, Giants 3
Shortstop Craig Reynolds,
batting just .219 going into the
game, produced the gamewinning hit in the fifth inning
to keep the Astros tied for the
NL West lead with Los
Angeles.
Houston starter Joe Niekro,
16-11, surrendered three runs
and 12 hits over 71-3 innings
before giving way to reliever
Dave Smith, who finished to
earn his seventh save
Expos 1,Pirates0
There'll be no living on
yesterday's laurels when Montreal goes into the second
game of its series with Pittsburgh.
"We even have to forget
what happened tonight and go
out there and start fresh
tomorrow," said Scott Sanderson, 15-8, after tossing a fivehitter for Montreal to became
the sixth National League pitcher to win at least 15 games
this season.
The victory boosted the Expos' lead to two games over
Philadelphia.
Sanderson got the only run
he required when Larry Parrish singled home Gay Carter
in the second inning.
Braves 6,Padres 2
Veteran knuckleballer Phil
Niekro captured his sixth consecutive victory for Atlanta,
scattering eight hits in 72-3 innings before needing relief
help.
Chris Chambliss knocked in
four runs, including a
threerun, first inning home
run
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WHERE:Stewart Stadium
Murray, Ky.
WHEN:Saturday, Sept. 13
Murray State Unlvaralty Football
Racers Versus Youngstown State
730 P.M. Kickoff—Gates Open At 6

1

...

Fireworks Courtesy Of:
The Pilsbury.Co.,.Pier 1,
Trennolm's .Restaurant, and
Creatitrg Prihters

Call 762-6184 In Murray For Tickets
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How They Fared
LOUISVILLE, Ky ( AP) - Here is
how the teams ranked in the Kentucky
Associated Press high school football
polls fared this weekend.
Jefferson.Co AAAA
1.1.ou Trinity (2-0) plays Lou Westport
tonight.
2.1ou Bishop David (3-0) beat
Pleasure Ridge Park 14-7
3.1,ou Butler (3-0) beat Lou Western
140.
4 Lou Southern (24) lost to Lou
De-Sales 12-7

Bowling
Standings
Kentucky Lake League
Team
W
L
116 Oil
4
0
Motor Parts &Bearings
1
0
Pagluus Puza
4
0
D'Shirts & Things
4
0
Colonial Bread
1
0
Murray Appliance
1
3
Devanb's
3
I
Randy Thornton
3
1
Coleman Realty
1
3
Dakota Feed &Grain
3
1
Auto Shack
3
I
Hawaiian Tropic
4
0
Mutual of Omaha
0
4
No. Name No. 1
0
1
Kay Mart Auto
0
4
Mr Gattis
0
1
HIGH TEM/GAME-MCI
Coleman Realty
977
Murray Appliance
911
Coleman Realty
930
HIGH TEAM GAME(HC)
Motor Parts & Bearings
1070
Coleman Realty
1064
Murray Appliance
1061
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Coleman Realty
2801
Murray Appliance
2762
J&SOil
2596
HIGH TEAM SERIES(HC)
Murray Appliance
3122
Motor Parts & Bearings
3087
Coleman Realty
3062
HIGH IND. GAME SC)(
L Buchanan
254
Ron Pace
230
Lyman Dixon
229
HIGH IND.GAME(HC)
L. Buchanan
262
David Fielder
250
Ron Pace
245
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Ron Pace
641
Jesse Darnell
,607
Garry Evans
588
HIGH IND.SERUM(HE)
Ron Pace
689
Charles Chikutt
669
Danny Woods
668
HIGH AVERAGES
Ron Pace
214
Jesse Darnell
202
Garry Evans
196
Charles Chilean
195
L. Buchanan
192
Bob Brown
190
Danny Woods
190
R.Schlaloch
169
Jim Washer
187

Errsanor
Ky Conan Lay it
13, Llsytun
Fat Omaha 41, Mime 7
Fat Ken 7, Wainglso CO 4
Fort Tins Hothion 39, Newport fah
12
Frankfurt W 68k 21, Oldham Cu 12
Caagow 1111 Buda Co
Grail) Co X, gear* Cal
Honed(5 19, W Welinglon led 8
Harradibra 12, Frankfort 6
Lewd Cot, LAM* Co 7
Lane Co C, Pinevile
len Iirfisi MAUI 16. Burl lit 7
Sumeirset 6
Leta Henri aay
Lea Lafayette 19- Slaty Co 7
lex Tales Ova 21 Boone Co
la Atherton It Lou Fern Own 13
Lou Bawl 14,(ow Seneca 0
Lou Beth Haven 311, Donaldson Tenn 6
La Whop David 11, la Ns Ridge 7
la Baehr 14, lou Yearn 0
la Deals. 19- la Southern 7
Lou Dirrell 12. too Soon 0
too Faern 6, Lau Central 0
Lou Manual 21. Jeffersontown
tol Mese X, to, Male 12
la a Xavier 13, law Imam 7
Lou Tine Jeffersun 21. la nauseant
Lou Valley 14, la Sawa 13
Erininor Sara

Mena Canna 31, tat Co 14
Madam& 34, Onwsraboro Can 0
Manun Co 11, N Boat 10
Mayfield 47 Todd Central 0
Mena Cu 39 Case) tog
Montgomery Co N. Hawn Co
N Hardin 45, E Hardin 6
Newport It Fratrata Lloyd 6
alicholaa to 21, Nueva 6
(born VA° 13, Eireann* (5 12
Oho Co 17, LaRue Co 7
DIM (Si 48 Traria. Co 12
Pad Taghan 27 Owensboro 6
inintwolle 54 Mills. 6
Pings 31, Vtrgie 14
Hkevills 44,
Va 0
Palatal; 39, Mum City 14
Itateiand 14, lanais Co 6
Rant 41, lam Co 27
Rummell Co 47, Camplasianalle 0
Scott Co 27, Barton Co 6
Sane, Kenton X21, Coansarn Ikikion 7
Taylor Co Z, MuaS Go 14
Tonairoville 71. Gonadic] 0
Tngr CO 30, Weenier Cr) 0
Omer (5 59- Redland 13
Warren Leal Z, Edmonton
0
Whaesaing 33, Jan (2
-at 0
Willearnsarg 34, Wayne Co b
Woodford Co 21, Franklin Go 6

Sports In Brief

BOURNEMOUTH, England ) AP Roberto Varela of Spain overcame
Kjell Johanna of Sweden 44, 6-2, 6-3
and moved into the semifinals of the
British hardcourt championships In
another quarterfinal match, Shlomo
Glickstein of Israel beat Britain's
Jonathan South 5-3,8-2
PALERMO,Italy ( AP)- Argentina's
Guillermo Vilas beat Italy's Gianni
Ocleppo 6-2, 64 in the quarterfinals of
the Sicilian Grand Prix
In other action, Italy's Franco
Merlone beat Australia's Phil Dent 5-7,
6-4, 7-5, Paul McNamee of Australia topped Italy's Marco Amelia 7-6, 6-1; and
Adnano Panetta downed Bolivia's
Mario Martinez 6-1,6-1
SOUTH ORANGE, N J lAP) -- Cohn
3.Lou DaSales 12-1) beat Lou Southern Dthley and Clark Graebner gained the
12-7.
semifinals in the 97.500 USTA National
(tie) Lou St. Xavier 2-1 ) beat Lou Iro- men's 35 years and over grass courts
quois 13-7.
championships Dibley eliminated
State AAAA
defending champion Bob Salta 6-4, 6-3:
1.Bowling Green (4-0) beat Marshall while Graebner beat Hugh Thomson 7-6
Co 27-14
(9-7),6-0.
2 Paducah Tilghman (2-0) beat
TOKYO tAPt - Billie Jean King
Owensboro 27-6.
defeated Mims Jausovec of Yugoslavia
3.Manson Central (4-0) beat Clark Co 6-4, 6-4, while Dianne Fromholtz topped
24-16.
Czechoslovakia's Regina Marsikova, 64.Lex Lafayette (2-1) beat Shelby Co 3, 7-6, in quarterfinal action at a $175,000
137.
tournament
5.1ex Tales Creek ( 3-0) beat Boone Co
In other matches, Terry Holladay
27-28.
upset Wendy Turnbull of Australia 6-0,8Class AAA
2; and Leslie Allen surprised
I.Franklin-Simpson 13-0), did not play
Czechoslovakia's liana Mandlikova 6-3.
2.Fort Thomas Haghlonds.
] beat 7-6
Newport Cath 29-12.
SAO PAULO, Brazil (A▪ l')- Ivan
3.Newport Cath (3-1) last to Fort loendl of Czechoslovakia beat Gene
Thomas Highlands 29-12.
Mayer 6-3. 7-5 to win the singles chum4.Woodford Co (3-0) beat Franklin Co
21-6.
5.Union Co (3-0) beat Retdland 33-13.
Class AA
1.Mayfield 13-0) beat Todd Central 17O.
2.Fort Campbell (3-0) beat Murray 417.
3.C,orbin (3-1) beat Whitley Co 49-0.
4.Baratown (3-0) beat Garrard Co 370.
Murray Fort(ampbell
5.Pikeville (3-1) beat St. Paul Va. 48-0
Class A
First Downs
a
15
1.Richrnond Madison 13-0), did not
Yards Rushing
-27
294
play.
Passing
7-13-2
4-7-0
2.HarIan (3-1) lost to Cumberland 7-0
Yards Passing
90
84
Paintsville (3-1 ) beat Mullins 38-6
Total Offense
63
378
4.0wen Co 110) heat Trimble Co 49-12
Punts-Avg
5-356
2-405
5.Bellevue (1-2) lost to Covington
Penalties-Yds
12-98
9-105
Catholic 25-14.
Fumbles-lost
2-1
2-1

Murray
Statistics

pionstup in the Sul America Cup tennis
tournament
Then Lend] and Mayer teamed to take
the doubles title by whipping Brazilians
Thomas Koch and Carlos Kirmayr, 7-6
(7-41,6-3
PONTE VEDRA BEACH. Fla I Al') 1940 U S Open doubles champions Stan
Smith and Bob Lutz staved off the
unseeded learn of Andrew Patbson and
Butch Waits with a 6-4, 3-6. 73 quarterfinals victory in a 9175000tennis tournament
In the semifinals Smith and Lutz will
: meet the =seeded team of Francisco
Gonzalez and Ray Moore, who defeated
No 7 seeds Victor Arriay a and Hank
Pfister 6-1,6-4
GOLF
PINEHUILST. NC I AP) - Ben Crenshaw fired a 5-underpar 66 and established a 2-stroke lead at 135 in the second
round of the 2230.000 Hall of Fame Tournament
Barry Jaeckel latched par 71 and
held second place alone at 137
PORTSMOUTH, Va (Al')Donna
Capon Young shot a 5-under-par 67 and
moved two strokes ahead at 137 in a
1100,000 I.PGA tournament
Pat Bradley shot a 69 and was in second place at 139
BASEBALL
HOUSTON (AP( -Houston Astros
cher J R Richard was released tram
Methodist Hospital. where he has been
,
tf )nted gar.,sufferiff a. atroke and
undergoing emergency surgeryJnly 30
Richard, who led the Nattonal league
in earned run average and strikeouts

last season, avoided newsnien and
photographers who had assembled in an
administrative offii e
BASKETBALL
HOUSTON (AP - Veteran forward
Rick Barry of the Houston Rockets
retired after 14 seasons in professional
basketball to pursue a television broadcasting career
Barry was the NBA Rookie of the Year
in 196546; and led the league in scoring
the next year.
COLLEGE
DENTON,Texas t AP) - North Tenss
State running back Bernard Jackal*,
the school's alltune career rusher, was
shot to death following an altercation
outside a bar
The shooting orcured in a parking lot
-outside the Mean Green Inn, a bar just
across the street from the athletic dormitory Police were searclung for two
men seen fighting with Jackson before
the shooting
JatiLson held the school's career net
yardage record with 2,202 yards al 421
carries In 1978, Jackson was ranked
sixth nationally with 1,153 yards on 269
C8111133.

EUGENE. Ore (AP ) - Former
University of Oregon tailback lie1490
Young pleaded Innocent in Lane C'ouray
Circuit Court to charges of first-degree
sodomy and coercion
Young was indicted by a grand jury
along with Oregon tailback Dwight
Robertson, former quarterback Andrea
Page and wide receiver Rick Ward on
Aug 28

Transactions
Yankowsb, defensive end. Placed CurBy The Associated Press
tis Greer. defensive end, on the injured
BASKETBALL
reserve list.
National Basketball Association
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS-Signed
CHICAGO BULLS-Signed Larry
Gary Huff, quarterback
Kenon,forward
WASHINGTON REDSKINS-Signed
HOUSTON ROCKETS-Signed Rudy
Rick Walker, tight end Asked waivers
Tomjanovich, forward, to a three-year
Grady Richardson. tight end
on
contract Announced the retirement of
Canadian Football League
Rick Barry, forward
SASKATCH
EWAN
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS-Signed
--ROUGHRIDERS- Activated Tom HtgKevin &3COM,guard
gins.
linebacker.
Silverman,
Crag
FOOTBALL
defensive lineman, and Eugene Byrd,
National Football League
wide
receiver
Released
CARDINALS-Signed
Billy
LOUIS
McBride
ST
Ron

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUN.12-6

SUN., MON., TUES., WED.

auto service
CU Or'—er
E SAVING PLACE'

7 DAY SALE
SIZES

FIBERGLASS BELTED
WHITEWALLS

REG.

Our Reg. 37.88 — A78x13

$30

Plus F.E.T.
1.76 Each

ALL TIRES PLUS F.E.T.
•'71 Series Tread Design
•7 Multi-siped Tread Ribs

MOUNTING INCLUDED • NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED
WITH
EXCHANGE

ON SALE
THRU SAT.

On July 8, Richard pitched
the first two innings of the AllStar Game in Los Angeles. He
had complained for several
weeks of a "dead arm"
despite a 10-4 season record
and a 1.89 ERA.
He was placed on the disabled list July 16. An arterial curculation impairment in the
shoulder area was detected a
week later, but no surgery was
indicated.
Richard then collapsed July
30 during a workout at the
Astrodome and emergency
surgery to remove a blod clot
from a neck artery was performed about 12 hours later.
It was not until Aug. 4 that
doctors acknowledged the
righthander suffered a stroke
that had weakened his left
side.
Doctors repeatedly have
refused to speculate about
Richard's future, saying only
they were pleased with his
Progress.
"JR. has made considerable progress since the
surgery. But we still don't
know about the future. He's
still got a long way to go in his
physical rehabilitation program," Brelsford said.

•

Complete Exhaust
Systems Available

INSTALLED

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. oil change lchoicia of 5
qt. Valvoline• bulk 01)
2. Install I Knows' brand
oil fitter'
3. Chamois lubrication
!fittings extra')

as,

3 Month rev
el•plec•ment l,m.ted
4131, sem. men.
,,,,,,, Ad,•••••••••

Additional parts,
services extra

$9':c „

Ser303-616g• fitters to, many cot•

$10

Sale
Price

$55 ON SALE
THRU SAT

Oil, Filter,
Lobe Special

60-month Sealed
Auto Battery

ARRESTOR
H.O. Muffler Installed

Labor included Ad
ditional service extra. Save now

Calcium -lead constructed For many
U S cars light trucks

Double wrapped
zinc-coated Sizes
for many U S cars
&male Und Syshms Excluded

,t& Our
7 97

*f

=
1 Replacement ,

Windshield
Our Reg
19 97

12-i Vac Cleaner
Has reusable bag.
crevice toot
—

Apll

tsshermPaunmyp
Fi
k ,...c..zrzz cars, trucks
°I
12 V Save

I

vr.
04=21 or— -11THE 43A5rINIGi Pt_ ALE
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us

thug°(McGann 1041) at New Tort
(Lynch 00)
Pittaburgh (DRatanan 34) IS Montreal
Rogers 1410)
alouns 1B.Forsth 11-8) al Philadelphia
(Calton Wel, in)
San Diego Mae 64) at Atlanta 'Matale 9•12), n.
LOB Angeles lWeich 1341 at Urania
(Pastore 114), In I
San Francisco (Blue 134) al Houston
(Rude 03), In)
Stoodoy's Games
alzau at Phiscielplas
Ptttsburgh atMantra
Chicago at New York
San Diego at Atlanta
Las Angeles at(lemma
San ,
1 1-mac at H(auston. in)

,
el-,• •a.
iv at. a- •

Mann Tann it, Fiala Qty
Maud Ll, Gramm Co 11
Miansirod 21, Fulton Co 8
(adman 0,Gerrard Coo
Barren Cb 11, Elksbethlown 15
Bath Co 14, Mmtnie 7
Benctrawd IS Para 7
Bias 42. Leal LltuiP
5(g.30 Marstall Co 14
Boyle(5 34, Angolan (SO
Braley TOW Dania 34, Maideshont 0
Breathitt Oo 61 Knott Central 30
Bullet Central 14, Nelson Co 6
Cakiwel Co 7, Hapkinoville 6
Collairsy Ca 14, Melees C. 11
4anmbeil Co X, Dinie Hoeft 36
Carroll Co 47. Henry Co 0
Coven. ID, Mom Co 7
Cawood 21, Eats 7
Glottal Co 14, Warren Gentral 0
(lay
22, Reloaale Co 8
Oates 0, Ludas 6
Curtin 0, Whitley(SO
Covingten Can 35, Bellevue 11
Crelsolen Co 30, Law Oa 0
Ombra* 7, Harkin 0
Danville 31„ Hannon Cal
Davies Co 17, Henderson Co 14
E Carter 44,W Caner I

&las 74, Phdadeipla 40, gal game
11 nags
Matzen 1, Pittaurgh 0
Atlanta'6, an Dago 2
Qaa.go 10, New York 5, 14 map
Low Angeles 5. Unman 2
Houston 5, San Frantsico 3

Weakness Threatening
Astros' Ace Richard
Subsiding, Doctors Say
HOUSTON (AP) — Doctors
say the weakness threatening
the professional baseball
career of Houston Astros pitcher J.R. Richard has subsided.
"He's walking very well
now," Dr. Harold Brelsford
said Friday after Richard
quietly left Methodist
Hospital, where he has been
treated for a stroke he suffered July 30.
Neither doctors nor team officials would speculate when,
if ever, the Astros' milliondollar right-handed ace would
return to the mound.
Richard, who had the best
National League earned run
average and strikeout total
last season, left the hospital
about noon Friday and returned to his Houston home.
Brelsford, the Astros' physician, met with other doctors
Thursday night and decided
Richard could coot nue daily
physical therapy treatment as
an outpatient.
"This just gives him a
change of scenery in that he
will return to the hospital for
an indefinite time for therapy
treathient,—
Astros
spokesman Ed Wade said.

Frain, lamas

Koine (U) at(3133J.3d
Milwaukee at Sortie

"7.4

INURE

.J

Sale
Price

12-ounce'
Brake
Fluid
For use with
disc or drum
brakes Save
Ft ma

2- or 4-don,
styles

$11Our Ren
11 88

Seat Covers
For corr,act or
standard cars —

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray. Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky
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Fins It Feathers
(
Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

MEMO OUTDOORS
I hate to start the day with he said, "but there'll be a
my wife mad at me. I couldn't crowd this afternoon. Let's get
help it if I couldn't sleep. I get over to Floyd's so we can get
opening day jitters twice a some good spots."
There was one other car
year: night before dove
season, and night before duck with one hunter when we got to
season. I was up Labor Day the field. We pulled in under a
morning at 3:30 a.m., shade tree but didn't leave the
downstairs on the couch trucks. "No sense in going out
too early," I said. It was barereading a magazine.
It's not that I woke her up. ly noon, and the sun was pourBut when she found out I was ing down on the barren cornup that early, she put out field.
We watched as a scattering
definite signals of irritation. I
don't guess I get so excited of doves swept over the field,
about going shopping or carry- singles, doubles, one flight of
four. With each sighting we
ing off the garbage.
Finally enough hours drug got a little more anxious, but
by so I could rationally begin we knew there was no hurry.
assembling my gear. If I stret- Action wouldn't really get
ched out cleaning my shotgun, heavy until 3:30 p.m. or later.
Suddenly a car and two
getting my shells together,
cleaning camera lenses and trucks full of hunters pulled inother perfunctory duties, it to the field behind us. Don
would be time to leave for Buck took one look at them,
grabbed his gun and put on his
Philip Summer's cabin.
The Merray Bass ChM held a toarnasemat, eatt of Konlahe Illarion, Saturday, September 6. The winners were loft to
Crary
vest. "You all stay here
place.
shell
hearth
afterthe
called
Gilbert
had
Den
Philip
place,
third
Jr.
Bloc*
Caries
place,
seceded
Dale
Spann
place,
first
right, Gary Marquardt
want, but I'm going hunyou
if
we've
"Boy,
before.
noon
Marquardt won big bass of the tournament.
Photo by Mary Sorrow
got'em," he said in a quiet, ting!" he declared. In less
serious voice. "Doves are than a minute we were all
thick in Floyd Coots' silage measuring our steps to clear
field. I just got back from the cutover corn rows. Our
there, and they're on the wires destination was the border
wing to wing. Be here at 10:30, where standing corn met the
we'll eat before we go cut area. Philip took his
and
points and
Kentucky: Crappie fair over
young Lab Lightening and
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — and artificial nightcrawlers nightcrawlers off
out."
banks; white bass fair submerged cover; black bass
has a good times manned a watch next to a
•F'hilip
The state Department of Fish off steep dropoffs; clear, rocky
artificial
on
to good early and late on slow
and Wildlife Resources stable at pool and 81 degrees.
cabin on his family's farm pond on the edge of the field.
Dale Hollow: Black bass plunker and fly combinations nightcrawlers in inlets and east of Guthrie in Todd CounBoy, this was living: a
reports •• fishing remains
slowchannel
falling
over
clear,
and
bays
jumps;
generally fair on the state's good at night on artificial in
ty. Each year several old freshly greased double-barrel
83
and
catfish
pool
below
tailwaters,
dropoffs; in
nightcrawlers off deep banks ly, 5 feet
major lakes.
friends drive in from various in my hand,sweat sticking my
-slow to fair; clear, stable, 3 directions to chow down on shirt to my back, sunlight
and over weed beds; walleye degrees. The lake-by-lake rundown:
degrees.
bass,
Cumberland: Black
feet below pool and 82
Buckhorn: Bluegill good in fair trolling medium and deep
Sumner barbeque, fried making me squint as I watchwhite bass and
Fishtrap: Catfish slow still chicken and the trimmings. ed back over the standing corn
inlets and bays; catfish good runners over mud flats; clear walleye,
fair on the lower lake fishing cut bait on the upper
still fishing and trot lining live to murky, falling, 5 feet below rockfish
Then we all shift out to a con- for the first grey target of the
trolling deep runners off main lake; crappie slow around venient dove field and spend year. Soon a dove would come
bait off deep banks; black pool and 82 degrees.
Green: Black bass good ear- lake points; crappie fair drif- stickups; clear to murky, the rest of the afternoon winging by, a clumsy fellow
bass fair and improving on
around stickups stable,2 feet above pool and 83
surface lures and spinner ly and late and at night on ting minnows
shooting shotgun shells up into with that slow, steady path of
upper lake and in main degrees.
baits over weed beds; clear to spinner baits and artificial on the
the air. Occasionally a dove an opening day bird. I'd mount
and bays on the
Rough River: Black bass
the shotgun to my shoulder,
murky to muddy, stable at nightcrawlers off points and lake inlets
wanders into the pattern.
points
tailwaters,
off
baits
in
crank
on
lake;
fair
banks; crappie fair over deep lower
This year there was a new sight in and lead him, Aqueeze
summer pool and 82 degrees.
3
falling,
scattered
clear,
with
banks;
and
Barren: Bluegill good but cover; clear, falling, 2 feet trout good
wrinkle, however. The Fish the trigger and follow through
limits; clear, falling, 36 feet feet below pool and 82 degrees. and Wildlife Resources Com- as the dove collapses in a puff
small off steep banks; black below pool and 81 degrees.
slow
82
and
Cave Run: Black bass
Herrington: Black bass fair below the timberline
bass fair to good early and late
mission had passed a new law of feathers.
Trout fair early and late on artifificial
And that's the way it hapall day dove shooting
and at night on spinner baits to good at night on artificial degrees. 8Laurel:
allowing
at night off deep banks; nightcrawlers off brusky instead Of opening the hunting pened - almost. The slow,
bluegill fair over submerged banks; clear, falling slowly, at noon. We considered an ear- clumsy dove flew by. I wanted
cover and stickups; clear, one-half foot below pool and 82 ly morning shoot but decided him. I wanted to be sure, to
stable, 14 feet below pool and degrees.
against it. Hunting in the start the season right. I raised
80 degrees.
afternoon allows us double the 20 gauge, tracked carefulElectric
Models
Grayson: Bluegill fair in injeopardy on the food. We eat ly and fired. The bird picked
fair
bass
black
bays;
and
lets
before we go out, eat again up speed and disappeared
For 1981
early and late on artificial
when we come in. The cycle is over the far end of the field.
banks;
—
off
WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS
nightcrawlers
"Way to go, Sergeant
vicious on the waistline but
below
clear, stable, 1'-a feet
Johnson Outboards, known for terrific to the taste buds.
York," Philip called up.
pool and 82 degrees.
its Sea-Horse line of gasoline
I was the last to arrive. Don "Remington loves you."
Dewey: Crappie fair around outboards, has three battery- Buck was already up from Moments later a dove flew by
stickups and tree tops; catfish powered outboards in its Clarksville, Tenn. Joe Guthrie him, and he expertly folded it.
Don t rely on a guns Safety
fair still fishing cut bait off lineup for 1981.
Treat every gun as it it were
and Darryl Lindsay were in I could have spit.
fire
to
ready
•loaded and
The electrics, inspired by from Hopkinsville. Bill Hogan
deep banks; clear to murky,
But it didn't take long to
stable at pool and 33 degrees.
the popular bass tournament had driven from Knoxville. regain the old form (since
Nolin: Bluegill fair still circuits, include models with Wayne Moore of Memphis had there was never much to
fishing crickets around hand and foot steering spent the weekend with Philip. regain). Action picked up
stickups; black bass slow at capability.
'Son, you'd better get a place steadily after 1:30 p.m., and
artificial
on
— A 12-volt, pedal- in line, 'cause the pig's fixin' there were enough doves for
night
nightcrawlers and during the controlled model with five- or to hit the bread," Philip trial and error firing. It seemday on crank baits off rocky eight-foot steering cables so
whispered. I took up a ed logical to me, and I conpoints; clear, stable, 1 foot you can steer the boat from
strategic position near the kit- nected with a few in the probelow pool and 81 degrees.
your favorite fishing seat.
chen door and had first grabs cess.
Barkley; Black bass fair
— A 24-volt model, also with when the lunch announcement
Don Buck got into a two shot
early and late on artificial five- or eight-foot steering
syndrome. He couldn't conmade.
was
nightcrawlers and crank baits cables. You can switch to an
Two sandwiches and several nect on the first shot. Philip
over submerged Cover and energy-efficient 12-volt mode mounds of beans, potato salad downed a dove in the pond. His
slow
crappie
switch.
a
of
shorelines;
along
with the flick
and sliced tomatoes later I young retriever swam out enover submerged cover and
— A quick hand-control was feeling rather paunchy. thusiastically, picked it up and
catfish
dropoffs; in tailwaters,
model with 12- or 24-volt I'd settled into the sofa when promptly ate it. "Great dog
good, crappie fair; clear, fall- modes, inspired by the com- Philip declared it was time to you have there," I yelled,
ing slowly, 342 feet below pool petitive demands of profes- head for the field. "Nobody "Saves you from having to
and 83 degrees.
sional fishing.
hunted there this morning," clean them."
•

Lake-By-Lake Rundown

Deere action was but mod heavy in Todd Coention Floyd
Coots' silage field en Leber Day. Most all hunters
claimed limits as the birds braved high temperatures
and but lead to try to feed en scattered corn.
(Photo by Ile raile Bourse)

Boxes of shells, jugs of
water and gallons of sweat
later we all completed our
limits. Now we could go back
to eat more food and to make
up stories about why our
shooting percentages were
low.

GUN
SAFETY...
IT'S UP
TO YOU! 2

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

itf

The Murray-Calloway Co. November 15, 1980 so make
Ducks Unlimited Chapter will your plans now. You don't
hold a meeting on September want to miss this year's banquet.
23.
Dan Gardner, this year's
The meeting will be held at
the Triangle Inn and will start chairman urges all persons
willing to help the Ducks
at 7:30.
Plans will be finalized for Unlimited cause to attend this
committees that will put on meeting.
Tickets to the banquet
this years banquet.
If you haven't heard yet, the should be available at this
banquet will be held on meeting.

Route 5• Highway 68
At Jonathan Creek
Benton Ky. 42025
502/354 -6568

759_1208

New Ownership

Formerly Wotson s Fish Market

96
Tues Sat

Fresh or Frozen — Wholesale or Retail

Price
$1179
• xe.
$169

Stsaks
Fiddlers

• le

ihm.k. PRICE CHANGES

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Sportsman's Illerhou -

S. 12th ST.

Catfish

SPORTING GOODS

It s the sale you ve been
waiting tor, We've cut the
motors
prices on Our Evinrude
now in stock Stop in now and SAVE,

DAMS
FISH MARKET

9.6
Tues -Sot.

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Don't let this one
get away

And I was tired enough to
sleep soundly that night. I was
hoping my wife would get over
her irritation, and to make up
for the previous night I went to
bed at 8 p.m. And she got mad
again. I don't guess I'll ever
understand!

Attention
Duck
Hunters

900 Sycamore
753-5142

7.•

wad. Boerne

1:
$7
s
mr

ss Catfish
t.
iillossele

1'

y`I•

)tsk

Quality Workmanship
and Materials
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms

Anything toss Is Just A Car

"Weryover not only siding - but windows, door casings &
overhangs."

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.
641 South
753-1372

nsmfltflmt

Al's
Home Improvement

Cain's AMC Jeen

Scout 4x4 A

95`.

Hwy.641 North
4SC=

753-6448
POIbit

Rt. 5 Box 2059
IT

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

..11=•••
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Fishing line

JerryNeepini

1

ay&

tors

less

lugh to
I. I was
et over
lake up
went to
,ot mad
'II ever

Outboards For

Many hours are spent by
bass fishermen trying to find a
pattern that the bass are on.
Casting certain banks that
will hold fish more than others
is something that is teamed
through experience. The
seasons play a major role in
where the fish will and can be
found, regardless of whatever
the water temperature is.
For the past several days
the Black bass have made a
turn around, leaving the
deeper waters and moving into the shallows holding on
almost non-existant cover.
This is contrary to most of
what you learn about black
bass in the southern half of the
U.S. but this is happening now
and it's really strange!
run
shallow
Small
crankbaits, plastic worms and
spinnerbaits have been good
'lures to use all day but you
may fish half a day without
taking a bass large enough to
keep!
There seem to be plenty of
bass who will strike your lures
if you can just find that magic
place they're staying.
Most of the fishern(en I talked with, found bass along
small gravel bars and small
brush piles in 4 to 5 feet of
water.
There must be some secret

in the small gravel but no one
seems to know what it is or
they're not telling.
I have fished some fantastic
treetops and brushpiles
without a pickup and then cast
beside a little twig on a bare
bank and nearly lose my rod
and reel from the force of the
strike.
I remember this happening
a few years ago but I don't
know how long it lasted. Oh
well, maybe the coming cold
fronts will snap everything into place and we can have a
good fall anyway.
I haven't found any white
stripes for a couple of weeks
so I can't pass on any good info
to you.
The minnow situation looks
good and the "popcorn" shad
are in perfect shape every
evening before dark and every
morning before sunrise.
If you work the shallow
areas that have a good concentration of these shad, you
should find some feeding fish
that will hit a lure on the surface at least.
The sauger are beginning to
move into shallow water much
like the bass. So far
crankbaits have produced only one for me but I know there
will be more.
Last fall three of us caught

Sailboats

WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS —
Recognizing the growing
popularity of cruising
sailboats, Johnson Outboards
for 1981 is offering one outboard model designed
specifically for use as a
sailboat auxiliary, and special
options to adapt other outboards for sailboat use.
Johnson calls its specialty
sail auxiliary the Sail Master
9.9. It features up to 140pounds of reverse thrust. A
special throttle stop allows full
throttle in reverse, and there's
a positive tilt lock to keep the
motor from "climbing out in
reverse." The Johnson Sail
Master 9.9 is equipped with a
special sailing propeller for
additional low end thrust.
Sailors needing more thrust
can match a special optional
reverse thrust kit to Johnson's
15-horsepower unit, which, for
1981, features a new tuned exhaust system for more power.
With the special kit, the
Johnson 15 generates more
than 170-pounds of reverse
thrust.
Besides the Sail Master 9.9
and Johnson 15, the outboard
manufacturer also offers a
number of other options - top
mount controls, shaft extensions, transom brackets, shift
What ever you choose to fish
handle kits, remote controls with, enjoy it and the day as
designed with the sailor in
well.
mind.
HAPPY FISHING

18 super nice sauger while we
were casting for bass! We
didn't catch any of them in the
morning but we had several
"funny" strikes without hanging a jaw and after the first
two or three were boated, we
were sure the others had to be
sauger.
Last Sunday I made several
passes along a deep creek
channel with a deep diving
lure but didn't get any takers.
I then switched to a plastic
work with a curl tail and
caught a four and one half
pound largemouth after about
30 casts. Rough going but
sometimes one fish can save
the day, if you know what I
mean.
Bluegill fishing is excellent
in all parts of the lake. Flyrods
are good to use now since the
water is almost to winter pool,
and the banks are bare of
vegetation. This should make
it easier for those beginners
who have trouble getting a
popping bug to go where they
want it to.
I still prefer the ultralight
spinner when it comes to putting meat in the freezer
though.

SHOTGUNNING SUGGESTIONS

Tailtaty. Pull choke "Nitro
2 4. close range 5.6

Osogio Fun timke.
'Nitro Map- 1 4.
• Express BB. 2
4. Steel 1 No. 4
Lead or No. 2,
Steel over decoys.

Plissmult. 'Express.- Full
or Mod choke 4 or 5
shot In cornfields or
long range. Mod or
Imp. CVI 6 shot over
dogs or In close

&obi. Full
choke 'Nitro
Meg- 4. Steel 2 or
-Express' 4. 5 for
wan shooting. Mod
choke "Express' 5. 6.
or Steel 4 shot over
detms

make
don't
-'s banyear's
persons
Ducks
tnd this

won.'Shur
Shot.' Imp. Cyl
choke 8 or 9.1,01 for
light feathers Mod
2 or It
/
choke. 71
shot for heavy
feathers or wad
flushing birtis

3anquet
at this

Partrlose sae
drames.
Imp Cyl.
2
/
or Mod. choke 71
or 8 shot for small
lards. 'Expreas
Full choke
. 5 or 6 shot for
Western
Wed.
L.Sh

Shot

Woodcock
"Shur Shot
Is shot Mod
choke in open
"over Imp Cyl.
heavy toyer.

Dome or pigenon
'Shur Si,.,, Mod
2. 5,9 shot
1
choke ihe 7/
for tioUrning doves or
2. 8 shot
1
wtittesving. 6. 7/
for long range

Itakkit. Nino
Shot Imp Cyl or
Mod choke for brush. 6 shot
for odiontails -Express'
Policlinic for cis, areas- 4. 5 and
shot hr Jerk or artowahee rabbits.

Stpdreol. "Events
Mole 5 or 6 shot

Kodak, Merles, Sehirdwy, September 6. The wheelers wore left te
place JAL liewile 1.10. Tidwell eh* teak

big bass honors
1.1byt• by Mary Sorrow

,- 4 BOAT!
F
NTOPICSC11
-:.--20.

Inflation-Fighting Vacation Alternatives

by Bob Brewster
-•.

MEnCa u.SER • • ,,o0011 CON

EFFICIENT BOAT PERFORMANCE
Propeller choice and condition are important factors in
getting efficient performance
from your Nut.
In a general sort of wa%. the
diameter, pitch and blade area
of a propeller can realisticall%
he compared to the transmission and rear axle ratios of a
car.
, When on the highway ou get
the best results from a ear's engine by shifting gears.
While you don't shift gears in
the

mac 2 4. 7..epreall- BB

I

Tito Mayfield Bass Club held a 1ovritinsoul, *et a

right, first place Rodney Tidwell 14-3, SIMO.d plays leasie Colbert 12-13, third

same

sent, ,1a, hen

pdalkee,

boating. you can select a "top
gear" to suit your particular
boat and operating conditions
Just by using the most suitable
propeller.
An experienced manne dealer
will have reference material in
his office to help you choose
from among the many different
propellers available for am.
particular outboard motor or
stern drive.
If you're a lake or bay fisherman. you may carry a heavy
load and make frequent. rather
short runs.
An "accelerating" prop could
help your rig get going and
make the short runs to hest ad-'
vantage.
But if you and a buddy make
long trips with a light load. a
"speed" prop might he able to
plane out your light rig satisfactorily and pa % off in more
miles per gallon.
The MerCruiser stern drive
boathouse crew emphasites
that propeller condition is also
important.
Nicked and battered blades
rob power and reduce prop efficiency. You can fix mild irregularities with a file and abrasive
paper.
But if in doubt as to how
much metal you can remove
without upsetting prop balance.
consult your dealer's service
department.

The squeeze of inflaffpn is
forcing many American
families to re-evaluate their
summer vacation plans this
.
year.
According to a recent
survey by the U.S. Travel
Data Center in Washington,
D.C., gas prices are up 68 per
cent from last year, lodging 17
per cent, air fare 36 per cent
and food 11 per cent (based on
March consumer prices). Consequently, people are finding
it necessary to plan vacations
more carefully.
One alternative is to vacation closer to home. A
camping-fishing outing is an
inexpensive alternative to far
away vacations.
In addition to the thousands
of miles of seacoast, there are
hundreds of thousands of inland lakes, streams and ponds
in the U.S. with populations of
fun-to-catch and delicious-toeat fish. Crappies, blue gills
and other starter breeds for
new fisherpersons abound nationally. And, for the more
serious, mountain streams
and salt water species offer
the ultimate challenge.
America's natural and manmade resources offer fun for
the entire family. From the
seacoasts to the glacierformed lakes of the Midwest to
the mountain streams of the
West to the massive Corps of
Engineer-formed sport fishing
havens of the South there's
something for every level of
fishing knowledge:
Dorothy Singer, professor of
psychology at the University
of Bridgeport and senior
research scientist at Yale
University touts the benefits
of family fishing vacations.
"The pleasure of being outdoors together is the impor-

Add to this the fact fishingcamping trips are low in cost
and it is apparent why there is
a marked trend toward outdoor recreation in summer,
1980. The Wisconsin Tourism
Bureau reports that reservations for public and private
campground areas are running 40 to 70 per cent ahead of
normal this summer.
According to Paul A.
Mulready, president of the
American Fishing Tackle
Manufacturers Association
(AFTMA), -average 'starter'

A weekend of camping and

fishing should cost an
average-sized family approximately $100 to $150 including
equipment.
To learn fishing fundamentals and how to teach them,
contact the AFTMA Sport
Fishing Educational Foundation, 2625 Clearbrook Drive,
Arlington Heights, Illinois,
60005.
For further information on
fishing-camping locations
close to home call your state's
Tourism office of the Department of Natural Resources.

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

15021

474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

Silst.:91MENeCW

I

Remington, when you take your game seriously.
Rentington shotgun shells come In lodas s most popular range cd
gauges, shell lengths. poWders and shot sizes.
l'hootre Pod choke
for the tight...1
tern at the longest
disLanres Hest when
shooting 45 to 55
vards mrtn.
A Sladliled cholas
de
less '"us'
/wets prak patterns
betweeli 25 and 45
yards
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Murray Bait Co.

Storey's

Food Glad

Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait

Open 7 Days A Week

00

W

130

•HOOKS

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy.641 So.

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone 753-8322

Travel,Inc
appy Holiday
Shord,..Kentucky Lake
PLnoranic

GRAYSON McCLORI
DON MrCtURI
oy Co 2 ?tides Torn right on 180
1,11." 44 108 4 t• '
foie
lc, ron. Bonne/ s Grnfer y
'
'NO
right
II It, top mfo Pomo Om,?flo.1 f011ow blOt klOr io yoor

Telephnne 502-436-5483

OL/T1110.MF105

Darnell Marine Sales

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Murray, Ky., 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

'son

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tiros

4 W.I. Ifebioles

"Widest" Selection if 4-Wheelin1 Tires
410 N. 4th

la Tim Jackson Purchase
51101161WWWWk

753-6779

Phone
502-753-5693

"1 ohnsan
-4
a

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

A

tant ingredient. By providing equipment for family
youngsters with an apprecia- members costs under $10,
tion of nature through fishing, making family fishing a prime
parents are helping to inflation-fighter especially
generate a respect for the when the hours of fun and
beauty and irreplacability of potential rewards are considered."
great outdoors."

Hw.641 South

,IIEW OWNER: Gary Darnell

753-9131

goATS44aLIRS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

Your U-Haul Headquarters
44
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Consumer Complaints Mirror Economy
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Complaints filed with the state
attorney general's consumer
protection division last year
may mirror the state of the
economy according to the
assistant director of the division.
Jeanie Owen-Miller said
Friday that complaints concerning mail order sales topped the list of more than 6.000
written complaints during
1979 and were more than double the 1978 figure.
Ms. Owen-Miller said
number of complaints is probably in proportion to the use
of mail order, thus indicating
an increase use of such buying.
It is probably tied to an in-

crease in use," she said in an
interview. "I have seen
statistics that indicate that
when the economy is on the
downswing, mail orders for
some reason increase."
Ms. Owen-Miller said many
of the complaints deal with
delivery problems, especially
around Christmas when a
longawaited present does not
arrive in time.
She noted that the chances
of getting what you want when
you want it are lessened
through mail orders because a
third-party is involved, either
the post office or a commercial delivery firm.
While mail order firms often
use the third-party deliveradr
as an excuse, Ms. Owen-Miller
said she thinks it is often not a
valid excuse.

She said another major pro- send one dollar to a certain
blem in the 943 mail order box office.
"He really couldn't be procomplaints received during
secuted because he didn't pro1979 isfraudulent firms.
mise anything," Ms. Owen"These are very hard to
Miller said.
handle because many are
"This is an easy way to
outof-state and many have
moved to an unknown address make a buck for the con arby the time we find them," she
said.

List," she said

"People need to be careful,
we can't stress that too
much," she said. "If you are
going to order by mail, you
ought to do it with a reputable
company you know will be
there six months later to complain to."
Ms. Owen-Miller said that
new car problems ranked seMs. Owen-Miller said concond in 1979 with 583 comsumers also tend to order
plaints, followed by used car
blindly from a magazine,
problems with 224. Most of the
newspaper or television ad for
remaining complaints involvsomething that sounds good.
The sacrament of Holy Com- ed insurance, home builders
She noted that if it sounds munion, The Lord's Supper, or business opportunity comtoo good to be true, it probably
will be celebrated at the wor- panies.
is.
ship services at 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. on Sunday, Sept. 14, at
For instance, Ms. OwenMiller said a recent complaint the First United Methodist
Church.
involved a woman who had
"True Confession" with
ordered 25 dresses through the
mail for a total of $5.75 and scripture from I John 1:5-10
will be the sermon subject by
never received the dresses.
the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
The Memorial Baptist
She said the classic case Walter E. Mischke, Jr. The Church will hear the pastor,
Rev. Jimmy E. Stubbs, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
was a man who made nearly
$25,000 by simply running a 'minister of evangelism, will speak on "Love and the Sebe worship leader.
newspaper ad telling people to
cond Coming of Christ" with
Connie Wallaschlaeger will scripture from I Corinthians
sing a solo,"Come Ye Discon- 13 and I John 2:28 at the 10:50
solate," at the early service. a.m. services on Sunday,Sept.
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
At the later service the 14.
SPAS
SOP
P0
Chancel Choir, directed by
At the 7 p.m. service the
Paul Shahan with Bea Farrell Rev. Gene Phillips; misMU EMU COO
(MUM DUB MOU
as organist, will sing the an- sionary to France, will be the
MUM MOUE
them,"My Jesus."
speaker. He is the son of Mr.
MIMU DUB
Evening worship services and Mrs. Fred Phillips of MurMULE MUUMUU
Morning prayer services
MUD will be held at 9:45 a.m. on will be held at 7 p.m. on Sun- ray.
EMU
day.
Mason Billington will serve
UMUME UMMOUU Sunday,
Sept. 14, at the St.
Church School will be at 9:45 as deacon of the week. Special
MUM MUU
Church,
Episcopal
John's
UMMUMU
a.m.,
College
Student
Dinner
MOUE
,Ili!
music wi!' he a solo !'y '
AflUD UMU MUM Main and Broach Streets, will be at 12 noon, and UM Lough and a selection by the
ROME UMO UUMU Murray.
Youth. Fellowship and Cove- Sanctuary Choir, directed by
MEND DAD DANE
Acolytes will be Ben Moore, nant Prayer Groups will meet Milton
Gresham
with
Brian Doyle, and Missy at 5:30 p.m.
Margaret Wilkins as organist
be
37 Winter pre- 46 Wild plum
readers
will
George. Lay
and Michael Wilkins as pianist
48 Love god
cipitation
Bill Kyle and Frank Blodgett.
at the morning hour; and a
51 Native metal
39 Flees
In charge of the nursery will
53 Transgress
40 Haste
duet by Wilma Billington and
be Margaret Kyle and Nancy
43 Rugged
56 Man's nickMr. Gresham at the evening
Schempp.
name
mountain
hour.
Crest
58 French article
Church. School and. Adult.
Volunteer ntIrsery workers
Class will be at 11 a.m. on Sun4 5
6 7 6 9 10
"Triumph of the Holy will be June Cottrell, Pete
day.
12
13
Cross" will be the theme of the Morgan,and Penny Morgan. 2
Church Teaching will be at
iww
readings at the masses at 6:30
16
7
1•
p.m. today and at 8 and 11 9:40 a.m. and Church Training
22
20
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, will be at 6 p.m. on Sunday.
25
26
27
Sept. 14, at the St. Leo's
iii
Catholic Church with the Rev.
29
MI
Martin Mattingly as
W. I
The Rev. Robert Farless of celebrant.
laUUU
the United Campus Ministry
CCD classes for preschool
ill "
will speak at the morning wor- through adults will be at 9:30
ship services on Sunday, Sept. a.m. on Sunday.
47
24, at the First Christian ChurWeekday masses will be at
11
49
Special music by the Joyful
liM
ch, Paducah.
6:15 a.m. on Monday, 4:30 Sounds, a trio„ will be
Rev.
Farless
will
speak on p.m. on Tuesday and Wednes- presented at the 10:45 a.m.
V
the work of the campus day, 10 a.m. on Thursday, and
60
worship service on Sunday,
ministry.
2 p.m. on Friday.
Sept. 14, at the Grace Baptist

Holy Communion
To Be Observed At
First Methodist

Memorial Baptist
To Hear Pastor
Speak On Sunday

r CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACRCAS
1 Crain
6 Powders
ii Cytindrical
12 Expunges
14 Coniunction
15 Heavy vatiJrT

17 Glass sheet
18 Stroke
20 Baseball
teems
22 Uncooked
23 Saga
25 Owl IF-wiles
27 Tellurium
SYMbal
28 Fragment
30 &ratted
vapor
32 Foray
34 Withered
35 Moon features
38 Evaluates
4 1 Sun god
42 Babylonian
hero
44 Succor
45 POSS6SPAufkprOnoun
47 Pledged
49 Female deer
50 Storage bin
52 Pttchers
54 Hebrew letter
55 More indigent
57 Labored
59 Wants
60 Old-time
slaves

2 Inter)ection
3 Damp
4 Short Jacket
5 Forgive
6 Sandy
wastes
7 Chaldean city
8 Weaken
9 Despot
10 Lawmaking
body
11 Drinks heavily
13 Stitched
16 Man's name
19 Crown
21 Beet animal
24 Hamper
26 Girl's name
29 Food prograrns
31 Apportioned
33 Bureau items
35 Brittle
36 Portion
1

2

1 Heavenly
being

Masses Set At
St. Leo's
Catholic.Church

3

11
15
ii
18

24

23
6111
32
35 36

..,
48

Rev. Farless Will
Speak At Paducah
First Christian

•UU21

19

111
61

50
DOWN

Morning Prayer
Services Set At
St. John's Episcopal

55
99

61 44

hi

THIS 15 NW'GUIDE TO
BIRDS HAVE YOU EVER
HEARD OF THE"AMERICAN
BITTERN"?

Special Music To
Be Presented At
Grace Baptist

kill

ii•
id

IT GOES, OONG-KACHOONK-00N6-KA-C4.lOONkOONG-I<A-C1400NK, ETC."

ETC,'

C NO united seatur• Syndicate Inc

9-13

HI, SLUGGO--I KNITTED
YOU A
PAIR OF
SOCKS_y

ARE THEY THE
RIGHT SIZE

WELL THAT'S
PRETTY CLOSE

Church. They will sing "Until
You've Known The Love of
God." The Church Choir will
sing "The Wonder of It All"
with Leland Peeler as director, Dwane Jones as organist,
and Anita Underhill a pianist.
The Rev.. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at the morning hour and at 6:30 p.m. service. The Youth Group will
sing at the evening hour.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vicki Maynard,
Frances Wyatt, and Roberta
Hall. For bus information call
Don Hale at 753-3063.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m.

First Christian
Church To Have
Dedication Service

6000E1(U00F1

3
( COULD YOU SPARE

PHAN-TOM

The First Christian Church
will have a service of dedication for Steven Matthew Jolly,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Jolly,
at the close of the worship services on Sunday, Sept. 14, at
10:45 a.m.
"St. John of The 0. T." with
scripture from Hosea 1:2-9
will be the sermon subject by
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos. The choir, directed
by Margaret Boone with Maxine Cleric as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Beautiful
Saviour."
LET'S JUST KEEP ITA SWEET
HEY LOOK. DON'T
Assisting in the services will
LITTLE GESTURE ON YOUR
SPOILbe Mark Underwood, Walt ApPART,
person, Dr. Woodfin Hutson,
Henry Fulton, Dr. Clegg
Austin, Coleman McKeel, Dan
McKeel, Steve Shaw, Bill Van
Meter, Michael Robinson,
Mrs. Clyde Jones, and Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Landolt.
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory
of James C. Williams, Jr., by
his mother, Mrs. Jo Clete
M.KOko5
Williams; and the flowers on
13
the chancel rail will be in
PHA N -TOM
memory of Mr. and Mrs.
Gatlin Clopton by the family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., youth groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m., elders at 6:30
p.m., church board with Betty
Boston to !peak on "Cash
Equivalent Fund" fit. 7 p.m.,
111 at the Thureh, and gettogether with MS11 students,
Church Board, members and
friends of the congregation at
COW7'0. the Roos' home at 1312 Wells
at 7:30 p.m.
SORRY, OTTO
DOGGIE BAGS ARE
ONLY FOR FOOD LEFT
ON YOUR PL ATE

SURE-IF YOU'LL DO A FEW
CHORES IN THE YARD FOR ME

2. Notice
NOTICE
Effective

INVITATION
TO BID

mediately
to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
.

The Murray No 1 Water
District will accept bids at the
office of the Water Distrkt M
the Southside Shopping Center
on US. 641 South in Murroy.
KY on the following proiect.
The relocation of the trunk
line for the Mucroy No 1
Water District beginning East
of the roilrood at the water
flow meter and thence East
across Clarks River Detailed
plans of the line relocation
may be exammed at the
Water District office in the
Southside Bel Air Shopping
Center. Bids will be accepted
until 10.00 orn , Monday
September 22, 1980, at the
Water District office at which
time bids will be opened
The Water District never
ves the right to accept the
lowest bid or the lowest
evaluated bid or to retect ony
and all bets
Mason Thomas
Murray Water
District No I
Chairman

free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses for Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
36. Pets-Supplied
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
U.Lots For Sale
45. Faffl4SFer Sale
40 Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48, Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. feed And Seed
54. free Column
57, Wanted

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600

r1,,,1315111111151818 5I8 8 0lr6151rITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping
specialty at:

12

Earn $50 per hundred securing, stuffing envelopes Free
details, reply "HomeworkersS12A", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194

Fan
nee
call
Ml

11
MAKE EXTRAMONEY
DURING YOUR SPARE TIME!

EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY

6. Help Wanted
AIRLINE JOBS-FREE INFO. Nationwide placement. Write
Airline Placement Bu-reati,
4208 198th SW, 101, Lynnwood, Wash. 98036. Enclose a
self-addressed
stamped
envelope.(Legal)

753 8298

G Complete Class ComM
pany has a complete line of
glass. We do all types of glass
repair and replacement work.
such as storm windows and
doors; auto glass plate and window glass, plexiglass patio
doors and store front work,
glass table tops and mirrors cut
to all sizes and shapes. Also
picture framing. Come by 816
Coldwater Road or call 753018001 after 5 pm, 753-2798.

Executive Secretary. Must be
capable in shorthand and typing. $600 and plus per month.
Send resume to P.O. Box 32 Q.

RESTAURANT
MANAGER
DeVonti's Restaurant of
Murray is looking for on
ambitious, career minded restaurant manager
Restaurant experience is
desired. Send resume to

For all your Cool needs
call Pat Hackett
Office 753-0231
Home 753-4431

Luke Knight
C 0 DeVanti s Restaurant
1201 Chestnut Si
Murray Ky207i

"Before Direct Deposit
I used to spend
a lot of time
running to deposit
my Social Security
check.

Wa
Wil
irru
55!

Wa
hat

Wa,
wit
roa
Cib
Mu
pm

Woi
tab

at
operation
lowl
training on
rnothmery, company secured retorl
outlets and other tangent Promefmns
to help you to success No selling ex
'terror. No oge limos You need 200
300 square feet of space in a basement
Of garage and desire to NAN yaw own
bowers, 57495 00 inrettrnent corn
pletely
covered
by ,
mochmety and homing

leather work Reasonable Call
753-9736

CARTER STUDIO

Use
26

A newly destgned plastic shop with all
&augment and machinery installed thr
experts

LEATHER REPAIR and custom

Would the person that found
the pocketbook with 2 billfolds
please return the billfolds with
important papers, you may
keep the money. Gall Mrs. lane
Garrison, 753-5383.

Re(
the
got
48!

hlighiy
Start your own Business
high profit den in the
marketable
field of plastics

0.0 iLiur

5. Lost and Found

AK
ma
gre
die
aft,

"GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY"

IS a

h,oncnzil organizatirn,
Nat,o,
hos on opernng for high. caliber
career ounded person No solo,
"tiling liberal Irmo.. henel,ix
Comprehensive, 5 -year training
trav•ling
No
program
lteetteured
ear
det•rrnmed
College
ornb,
degree helpful G,ve evnience of
success in former occupohons
Equal Opportunoy Employer Cr'
2870 Paducah Cy 42001

11

Air-Conditioning Service Person. Seeking an individual with
2 years experience and
specialized vocational training
in
air-conditioning
maintenance and repair. Must
be capable of installing and
servicing air-conditioning,
heating, and ventalation equipment including related controls. Requires through
knowledge of the various types
of mechanical equipment used
in air-conditioning service and
repair work. Salary $5.59 per
hour. Contact: Personnel Services, 2nd floor Sparks Hall,
Murray State. Equal Opportunity Employer.

12th & Poplar
753 1227
EJLILO 0.0 2.1.9 0.0

For
ion
witl
cell
ty z
and
will
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pro
Box

Shots our new line of Calendars Pr,
and odeertis.ng gift, to local
Prompt henaly 10,1/K• from small
teem ,1 Year old AAA 1 Company
Weekly conunn,ons Na mrestinent or
collettions Be your own boss fullhene
pttentiol No experience MtInst.,
Write Fro,* BychNY NEWION MIS
00
Dept
loom
41)15
Newton

Starks
Hardware

Get "Special Treatment on
your photo treasures. Get
your frames at.

304 Main

CARP Wanted

Woi
refr
say

Call or.INote Inckling your phone non
be' to
intelt Gese leleterhee
Si 2 Brush Creek
!emotive
Blvd Kansas City Mc 64110 Dist
OfftcePh 417 738,2285

RN- or LPN for skilled nursing ,

bea

facility, competitive salary and
benefits. Apply in person 8 AM
-4 PM, N.H.E. Paducah, 501 N
3rd St., Paducah.
Secretarial position available in
local law office. Typing, some
shorthand, ability to meet the
public, secretarial training and
or experience required. Fringe
benefits. Send resume to P.O.
Box 32 R.
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9. Situation Wanted

11

One or two small children to
babysit in my home, days only.
Very reasonable rates. 7594812.
Reliable lady would like light
housekeeping and babysitting
or will keep children in my
home. References. 489-2166.

Ap
go,
79

Bri
ex(
74
Pa"
For
gol
sea
$3!

Two ladies wanting to babysit
in their home. Call 753-5004.

I

Will watch child or
children in my home in
Panorama Shores area
between the hours of
6:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Coll 436-2598.

For
brc
or

WTI

Thr
sal,
48!

orocrTz-r6.7,e-0 children

after school, 230 to 5:00 or
600. Live in town. 753-8261.

He(
$8!
Vin
48

10. Bus. Opportunity
CRAFTS., American Handicrafts
- Merribee wants retail dealer.
Write C. Hudson, Box 791, Ft.
Worth, TX, 76101, or call 817921-9051.

Ne
B.F
ed
bef
rep
son
48!

INSURANCE AGENTS
UNION FIDELITY LIFE
Needs General Agents in the state of Kentucky. Add to
your portfolio our money making Medicare All Star
Plans and our A&H and life plans. We offer:
1. High commissions
2. Lifetime vested renewals
3. Fast issue, within 72 hours
4. liberal underwriting
5. Prompt 8 efficient claim service
6. Immediate banking authority - everyday is
payday
For o confidential telephone interview call TOLL FREE
1 -800-8 74-7870 between 9 a.m.-5 p.m. EST

You know your moneyk
safe and sound.

.1 k

IOW

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
Society
and
News
Sports-753-1918. Retail
DiSlilay advertising
753-191-9."-Clesiif tad
Display, Classified,
Circulation
and the
Business Office may
be 4oched on 7531916 and 753-1917.

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed bids for a LANDSCAPING PROJECT, which
consists of plant bed excavation, soil preparation, installation of plant materials, guying and staking trees,
and mulching and watering in the North Douglas Community will be received by the Murray Community
Development Agency in Murray, Kentucky at the of.fice of the Agency located at City Hall, until 200 p.m.
C.D.T., Friday, September 26, 1980. The bids will
then be publicly opened and read aloud.
Bid specifications and drawings may be obtained by
contacting the Community Development Office at City
Hall in Murray, Kentucky between 800 a.m. and 500
p.m., Monday through Friday.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of 60
days after the closing time scheduled for the receipt
of bids.
Bidders must comply with the President's Executive
Orders Numbers 11246 and 11375 which prohibit
discrimination in employment regarding race, creed,
color, sex, national origin and age
Bidders must comply vitth the Davis-Bacon Act, the
Contract Work Hours clad Safety Standards...Act,-the
Anti-Kickback Act and the Clean Air Act.
Bidders shall make pgsitNe efforts to use small and
minority owned businesses.
The Agency reserves the right to accept the loWest
or best bid, or reject any or all bids submitted.
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
12. Insurance
ci

Fantastic rates on 1974 or Set of golf clubs, irons are
newer mobile homes See or MacGregor Tourney line 2 thru
call Johnny Williams your wedge woods are MacGregor
M F A agent 753-0445
1,3, and 4 Sell for $125
Phone 759-4777 after 5 pm

13. For Sale or Trade

(1

e-s-L

20. Sports Equipment 27. Mobile Home Sales

For sale or trade Commercially
zoned building on corner lot
with high traffic load Excellent location in city Property zoned for any type business,
and is presently rented Owner
will consider trade for farm,
residence property, or rental
property Send replies to P0
Box 32 N

22. Musical
Lay-a-way your piano or organ
now for Christmas New shipment just arrived Refinance
Clayton's J & B Music,
Chestnut St. Murray, 7537575

23. Exterminating

14. Want To Buy
AKC registered femalioDoberman Pinscher Prefer older, aggressive dog with some obedience training Call 436-2336
after 6 pm
Record albums and 45's from
the 50's. Rock & Roll only, in
good condition Call Bob at
489-2480.
Used filing cabinet Call 4892613
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up 7535592
Wanted to buy: Small trailer to
haul lawn mower. 753-9240.
Want to buy: Small acreage
within 5 miles of Murray. Good
road frontage on paved road.
City water. Also need lot in
Murray. Call 753-9208 after 4
pm.
Would like to buy used, 10"
table saw. Call 753-3343
Would like to buy used
refrigerator. Also used chain
saw. Call Joe at 753-1294.

15. Articles For Sale
Fireplace doors, 41x33, Sears
heavy duty, tempered glass,
draft control, antique brass.
Call 436-2289.
New set of Wilson sh6oting star
beams, plus 300 foot new
coax, $160 Call 437-4849
Swivel office chair; standard
size veneer walnut door; wire
fire screen. 753-4361.
Used Sony solid state stereo,
AM-FM receiver and 6
speakers, home or apartment
use. Dr A.H. Titsworth, 7535052 or 753-5828.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99 8"x30",
$29.99. Installation kit, 6",
$29.99; 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
Do you have any arts and crafts
You want to sell? Rent a Shelf
at the Book Rack. September
only. Rent one shelf, get the second shelf half price. 808
Chestnut, 753-4821.
For sale: Fiberglass for underpinning and carports, Plexiglass for storm doors and windows, used office furnituredesk, safes, file cabinets,
chairs. Ross & Sons Salvage
Mdse., Inc., Martin, TN 38237.
Phone 901-587-2420. Open
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 to 5:00, Saturday 7-3010 300.
Horse trailer, new wood, paint,
and pads. 753-2967 after 4
pm.
Interior white laytex paint,
$4.99 per gallon in five gallon
containers. Sherwin Williams,
753-3321.
Pass load nail driver, 6 penny
to 12 penny, air, $150. Call
474-2325.
Used Brownie uniforms. Like
new. 753-9679; 753-0619;
753-4440; 753-8072; 7534632.
Wait and burn green wood, or
order now and burn seasoned
wood. Call 436-2758.

16. Home Furnishings 26. TV-Radio
Appliances for sale, used,
guaranteed. 753-8886 or 7537972.
Brown 7 piece modular couch,
excellent condition. Call 7537403 between 10 am and 5
pm.
For sale: Matching plush velvet
gold figured couch and love
seat. Excellent condition,
$350. 753-7907 after 5 pm.
For sale: 11x14 shag carpet,
brown, black and beige in color. Call 753-4913 after 4:30
pm.
Three piece bedroom set for
sale, bookcase headboard. Call
489-2481.

19. Farm Equipment
Heavy duty truck tool boxes,
$89.50; tail gait protectors.
Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892.
New Goodyear, Firestone, and
B.F. Goodrich tractor tires, used tractor tires. Get our price
before you buy. Tractor tires
repaired, speedy service. Vinson Tractor Company, 7534892.

Don't miss your favorite tv.
programs! Capture it on your
very own video recorder. Also
put your family on film with
our cameras and recorders.
Claytons J & B Music, 7537575.
Wanted - Responsible party to
take up small payment on
Magnavox color t.v. Warranted.
753-7575.

27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale: 12x50, all electric,
new living room carpet and kitchen linoleum. Unfurnished.
$2800. Call 753-7975.
1973 Parkhill, double wide, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen, just been
remodeled. $13,000. Call 5273149.
1976 14x70 Schult. Excellent
condition. Two large bedrooms,
2 baths, garden tub, walk-in
closet, pantry and cabinets
galore! All electric central heat
and air unit. New drapes
throughout. Call after 5 pm,
759-4589.
1972 Trailer, in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-4744.

X-RAY TECH
Immediate opening for full time Staff X-Ray
Technologist in progressive X-Ray Department, which
provides a full range of radiologic services.
Xerography, Nuclear Medicine, and Ultrasound ore
provided to a community of 9,000, only 16 miles from
beautiful Barkley and Kentucky Lakes. Salary commensurate with experience, Health and Life Insurance
provided, plus a generous Retirement Plan.
CONTACT:
Mike Scheib R.T.
c/o Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital
P.O. Bon 410
Princeton, Kentucky 42445
Phone:(502)365-3511 Ext 202

PERSONNEL
SUPERVISOR
A manufacturing plant located in Northwest Tennessee
is seeking qualified candidates for the position of Personnel Supervisor. This position has responsibility for
a broad range of activities including employment,
union relations, employee relations program, administration of personnel records and the administration of job bidding, recall, and lay off
procedures. Prior experience is desired. A degree in
business or personnel is required. Applicant must have
career aspiration in the field of personnel. Send
resume and salary history in conflJence to: Industrial
Relations Manager, P. 0. Box 610, Paris, Ten 38242.
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

43. Real Estate

Two
Schevelle.
12152
bedroom, furnished, airconditioned, electric or gas
heat, $3000 753-6911 or 489
2842
1973 Trailer, 12x52, partially
perfect
tor
furnished,
newlyweds, $4000 firm 7532810
12x70, 1976 Viking, 2
bedrooms, bath and a half,
washer and dryer, central heat
and air Call 759-1667.

r.k.,1 753-1222
li.L4111L
PRICE
REDUCED $2000
Nice home situated on
141 acres, in the country but yet close to
town. Two bedrooms,
large living room and
kitchen. Fenced lot
with stable and shed is
ideal for horses. Now
offered at $31,500
through Kopperud
Realty,711 Main.
SEEING IS
BELIEVING
Loving car and good
taste are obvious in th
Loving care and good
taste are obvious in
this outstanding, newly remodeled home.
Home features 3
bedrooms, 1 1,2 baths,
living room with
fireplace, glassed-in
sun porch, modern kitchen and economical
gas heat. Priced in the
mid $40's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
for courteous competent real estate service.

AUT1011
CHIWREN AT

PLA`f

28. Mob. Home Rents

For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray No pets 4892611
"Careful along here, Herb They're now ridTwo bedroom trailers cornpletely furnished, good condi-trig mopeds."
lion, from $145 Call 75343. Real Estate
41. Public Sale
8964
Two bedroom furnished mobile After moving sale! Friday and
Well constructed house
home, $100 per month. Call Saturday, September 12th and
759-4178 or 618-5247-8973, 13th, 2 miles off East 94 on
w/4 bdr., large living
collect.
room, and formal dining
Pottertown Road. Five 2 year
room. 2 fireplaces. 2/,
old Kelvinator appliances, al30. Business Rental
mond color, stove, refrigerator
baths, central gas heat
with ice maker, dishwasher
and central oir. Has dry
Mini
with cutting board, washer and
basement. Reduced to
dryer, heavy duty, electric
Wareing's
$63,500. Owner financhain saw, mechanics tools,
cing to qualified buyer.
Storage Space
logs chains, women, children,
and baby clothes, and lots of
For Rent
48 acre farm. 30 acres
miscellaneous items. 8 AM.
753-475S
in beans and 18 acres in
timber.
Located
Yard sale, Friday 12th, Saturday 13th. Various articles,
Southeast of Murray.
31. Want To Rent
Only $31,900. Call for
Retired lady and adult many small plants and some
an appt, to see this
daughter desire 3 bedroom large. 606 South 9th St.
good buy.
house with central heat and Yard sale, little bit of
everything' Friday and Saturair Call 753-4515
27 Acres m/1 of fertile
Ns.« 4•••• 4241434
11
7
.
1.
:
1.
e1
4II:
: 053-7474
•
Would like to rent 3 bedroom day, 500 North 7th.'
land...Just right for cattle,
•
house in town. Call 753-0806, Yard sale. 1604 College Farm
horses, or .row cropping. This
flrea.dier •tottlen•er
Road. Friday and Saturday.
after 4 pm.
farm
has 22 acres
It:1
4345127
#
cleared...highway frontage - on
43. Real Estate
32. Apts. For Rent
94 E. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta
•
Apartment and rooms for rent,
Murray Calloway
Jobs, Realtors for more inforfurnished and unfurnished.
County Realty
mation on this mini-larm.
Call 753-8355 from 8:30 AM to CUSTOM COMFORT. Two yiiiribld
(502)75341146
••••
5 PM.
1 bedroom, off South 16th.
304N 12th St
WALK TO MSC!!!
Aturr•y. Ky 42071
For rent: 4 room apartment,
Here's an ideal home
ADAM TAKE TOUR EVE by the
one bedroom, completely fur- hand and lead her into your own 3
for a family needing 4
bedrooms and wants
nished, no utilities furnished, bedroom, 2 bath, completely fur 195 Acre farm located on a I
hide-a-bed couch, large walk-in nished, modular home
to be near MSU. Also
weather road in southea t
has good kitchen and
closet, tub and shower. Call
Calloway County. Cattle and
dining area. Other
753-8207.
cash grain with 90 acres
features include 11,2
Garage apartment, one
tillable. Nine acre tobacco
baths and lots of builtbedroom, suitable for middle
base, tobacco barn, stock barn,
in drawers and shelves
aged lady. Call 753-2987.
ample stock water. Excellent 3
in the bedrooms.
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
bedroom brick home with large
Nice furnished carpeted apartLocated at 1702
kitchen
and
family
room.
ment. Married couple or a Do you own your own lot or
Farmer Ave. and oflot Shown by appointment only.
sinlge only. Near college. $160 and mobile home? If you do
fered for only $40,600.
per month. 753-2967 after 4 and your family income is Call Spann Realty Associates,
Just call for an ap753-7724.
pm.
pointment.
within the following adjusted
JOHN SMITH
New duplex for rent or sale, 2 income limits, you may qualify
bedroom plus carport, all ap- for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
pliances, furnished with 4 bedroom home. Income
washer and dryer hookup. No limits are: Two in family Of ''/A-Cllaft
pets. Call 753-2965.
$13,500; Three in family BOYD-MAJORS
Two bedroom duplex, ap- $15,150; Four in family •
REAL ESTATE
pliances furnished. Available $17.900. With today's inflation
753-7411
and interest rates up, why not
753-8080
_
now. Phone 753-9400.
AROL ND THI (LOCK
visit our office today and let us
-Professronal SPrvices
33. Rooms for Rent
talk
terms
now...753With The Erlendk Tourit
New listing. 3 bedroom. 2 full
Girls rooms for rent, one block 1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
baths, brick veneer home.
from University. 753-1812 or Jobs, Realtors at 1200 ▪ H
0
L
D
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
Sycamore.
•
759-4909.
EVERYTHINGfeatures Olympic size pool.
LUXURY
PLUS
34:119uses For Rent
central heat and air, fireplace
INCOME
burglar alarm system. For more
All electric, furnished, 2
BR.,
In this modern 2
information call Purdom &
bedroom home, near M.S.U.,
Purdom & Thurman
2 Bath B.V. home, Thurman Real Estate, 753.
$175 per month, $150 deposit.
Insrr
fireplace,
newly
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585,
Call 753-9829.
Real Estate
redecorated, bath &
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
Southside
Court
Square
Five bedroom house for college
kitchen completely
girls. Call 753-5865 days, 753Murray, Kentucky
renovated, and still
5108 evenings.
753-4451
•
have income from an
apt.
efficiency
Two bedroom house, furnished,
close to University. Call 153Separate entrance or
1451 between Sand 9 pm.
Always wanted a home with
use as 3 B.R. if you
753-1222
prefer. Well landTwo
bedroom
house, small acreage? This is an excellent
opportunity
because
scaped lawn, covered
refrigerator and stove, gas_ heat,
COUNTRY ESTATE
patio, carport. In the
410 North 8th. Deposit and the land is highly productive
and
the
house
is
sound.
New
Large brick ranch
40's.
references. Call Sam 759-4784
roof,
deep
well,
5
outbuildings.
home on 8 rolling acre.
A MOST
or 753-6067.
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
Main floor features 4
BUY
37. Livestock-Supplies tendable, 2 in timber. 1508TEMPTING
bedrooms, 2L2 baths,
Sunset Blvd., near
Homeplace
and
buildings
ocCustom made bridles, harness,
living room with
Murray High, charmhalters, moccasons, and chaps. cupy about 2 acres. Call 753fireplace, dining area,
ing 3 bedroom, 1 bath,
1492
at
Century
21
Loretta
Other leather items. Call 753large modern kitchen
B.V. spacious livingJobs, Realtors and let us show
9736.
with all conveniences,
dining room, plush
you this farm today. Located
den and utility room.
a carpeting, elec. heat,
38. Pets-Supplies
Lynn Grove area.
Walkout basement
!built-in range, exhaust
AKC Boxer stud service. Super
consists of two fully
fan, 2 window air conchampion bloodline. Also AKC
STROUT HAIM INC.
paneled apartments.
two
ditioners,
Boxer puppies. Call 753-0347.
The MN,. sow
P0,.1
see.we IA,
Property also has
emonoos 1,or gad irlirrs
E bedrooms have built:
German
AKC
registerd
PARMS-NOMES
hook-ups for two
g in vanities, desk,
Shepherd pup, female, 3 monBUSINESSES
mobile homes. Offered
bookshelves. Outside
ths old, black and light tan,
LACE AND RECREATIONAl
in the $60's. Phone 753storage building plus
PROPERTY
$50. 1-247-8593.
1222. Kopperud Realty
workshop. Fenced-in
listtngs needed , Offices
Basic and Advanced dog obefor full time real
backyard. Quiet
Coast to Coast. Buyers
dience classes. Breed handling,
from Everywhere. -Free
estate service.
neighborhood, divided
tracking, and protection. All
Catalog
GOOD TO THE
street. A good buy at
breeds and ages. Professional
STROUT REALTY
LAST NAIL
$39,500.00.
instructor. 436-2858.
This extremely well1912 CO7.tore
"
:1171)Ila
9
.„
built home has quality
Registered Cocker Spaniels,
7S3-8080
a throughout. It has 3
I
$45 Call 759-1712
bedrooms, 2 baths,
Seven puppies, 8 weeks old. 4
large kitchen, and all
Beagles, 3 black and tan, $20
rooms are beautifully
each. 436-2686 after 6 pm.
decorated. Special
Wanted: Female German
features include cenShepherd to be bred to male
tral heat and air, forShepherd. Call 759-4809 or
mal dining room, and
A local manufacturing concern is
474-2346.
located in an excellent
seeking qualified applicants for the
40TPiaiice
neighborhood. Priced
position of Technician, for it's
in the $50's. ImFresh Gulf shrimp, direct from
Waste, Water treatment facility. Apmediate possession.
Galveston $6 a pound Call
759-4410
Phone Kopperud Realplicants must have a background in
ty, 753-1222 for real
41. Public Sale
high school or college chemistry and
service in real estate!
be
willing
to
work
off
shift.
Send
Garage sale, Saturday. Locust
Grove Church -Road. Go 121
resume and salary history to: in46'. Homes For Sale
South, turn right at 1.T. Todd
dustrial Relations Manager, P. 0.
F or sale. 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Motor Co., 114 miles on left.
Box 610, Paris, TN38242. Equal Embrick home, 509 Blair, near
Ladies and girls clothing,
ployment Opportunity Employer.
MSU and high school. Priced in
books, shoes: oven broiler LOTTIS
S60's. Call 753-1485 for apof miscellaneous. Call 753Point ment
1746.
-

TECHNICIAN

461fomes For We

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offerer

By owners 3 bedroom brick
home 2 baths, oversized livingroom fireplace, kitchen.
diningarea combination, two
car attached carport and
storage - central heat and air,
on a dead end street, half acre
lot with shrubs Priced at
$47,500 Phone 759-1294 for
appointment

1964 Triumph TR-4 good con
dition 1961 Austin Healey
Sprite, new paint, tires, and
top Call 1532329
1975 Toyota Corolla, 2-door, excellent condition, new tires
Call 759-133/

For appliance repair retrigera
lion and small electrical repo
jobs, call Bill Rollins, 753
0762
Fireplace inserts custom built
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Call after 6 pm. 4362855.
Home improvements Building..
cabinets and doing remodeling
and restoration Call 753-80b7
•
after 5 pm

FOR SALE
New house in Canterbury! New, 3
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath,
formal dining room, formal living room. Has
den
with
large
fireplace, large kitchen
with built-ins, concrete
drive, on corner lot. By
owner. For appointment
call 753-5400 or 7535013.

50. Used Trucks
1971 Bronco pickup Call 7532329
1974 Chevrolet gickup, $1195
Datsun model/' 620 pickup
$1495 Call 485-2595
1975 Dodge high top camper
van $3995 Call 753-5242
evenings
1974 F250 Ford pickup V8
automatic with power steering
power brakes, and air A
camper special in real good
condition $1350 Call 13546217
1979 F-100. One owner. Low
mileage. V8 straight shift, extra
clean. 753-0159 after 5 pm.
1970 Jeep truck with topper
$1800. Call 753-5889

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.Aluminum. and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
Work. References,
753-01589 Day or
Night.

Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears, 753
2310 for free estimate.
For sale. 210 miles from town,
K & K Stump Removal Do you
4 bedroom, 2 bath, brick
need stumps removed from
veneer, insulated, fully
your yard or land cleared of
carpeted, drapes, built-in
stumps1 We can remove
range, refrigerator, and
stumps up to 24" below the
dishwasher. Large closets and 52. Boats and Motors
ground, leaving only sawdust
24x30 garage workshop com- 14' Richline bass boat, motor and chips. Call for free
bination, fully insulated with and trailer, $700 or best offer estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
electric heat. On two lots each Also Gem Top topper for small or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319
100x200. Priced in $40's. 753- wheel base truck. $75. Call
Licensed electrician Promo',
7761.
753-5433 after 9:30 prn.
efficient service Qualified for
For sale by owner 2 bedroom Aluminum diving boat with heating and cooling repairs
brick home on 14 acres, 4 controls, 19' long, 7' wide Call Free estimate Call 435-4397
miles north of Murray on 641, 436-2104 leave number
Lionsed Electrician and gas infull basement and unfinished
Bass boat. 1980 model, 17' stallation, heating installation
attic. $45,000. 753-2984.
Sea Nymph super aluminum, and repairs. Call 753-7203.
1980 Terrel custom low profile
47. Motorcycles
trailer, Minnkota mag 21 troll- Mobile homes moved Insured
1971 Honda 750. Call 753-- ing motor, front and rear raos- state licensed Unblocked and
9737 after 6 pm.
ed casting decks, two airerated blocked Also service work
live wells, 8' rod box, 18 gallon Benton, 1-527-8740
48. Auto. Services
gas
tank, battery, tach., Need work on your trees? ToppFor sale: 1974 complete Pinto
ing, pruning, shaping, com
engine, low mileage. Call 753- speedometer, surface temp
guage, spotlight, windshield, plete removal and more. Call
7861 or 436-2606.
automatic bilge pump Com- BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
Import parts Datsun, Toyota plete price $3250. Will professional tree care, 753
engines Callt74-2325
qr-8536
•
finance. 753-9491.
1978 Low Line, 14 toot, 35 hp Painting, paperhanging. corn
49. Used Cars
Johnson motor, trolling motor. mercial or' residential. Farm
1969 Buick Selectra 225. Ex- bass seats: trader. Call 759- buildings, etc. 20 years ex
cellent condition. 753-7475.
perience. Free estimates 7,ict_
4663
1987.
1975 Buick LeSabre, AM-FM 53. Services Offered
tape. tilt and air, $900. 1978
PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
Oldsmobile engine, 36,000
VINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years exConcrete and block
miles. $275 Lot 10 miles east
perience. Paducah. KY. 898work. Block garages,
of Murray, $1200. 753-8127.
3873 or 443-7365.
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps.
1978 Camaro, white exterior,
Piano lessons, teacher well
Free estimates. Charles
black interior, 305 V8, power,
qualified and experienced, very
Barnett,
753-5476.
air, radio, rally wheels. $4275
• reasonable rates. 753-8964.
CAII 753-1480
REMODELING. REASONABLE
1973 Camaro. one owner, ex- A complete service, washers, Guaranteed__ Free estimates.
cellent condition, power, air, dryers, air-conditioners, and 753-9736.
AM-FM. $2000 firm Call 753- refrigerators. Call 759-1322.
Stop' For all your repair needs,
Prompt service.
6511
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
1977 Datsun 810. 4-door Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs- Will and electrical work, look Tic
Sedan, aLtomattc, tilt wheel. do odd jobs, including trimm- more' Call 753-9226 or 753AM-FM stereo, 6-way seats. ing and cutting down trees. 9623 We'll do your job large or
new tires, nice If you're look- carpentry, construction, and small. All work done to your
ing for a Datsun, check this yard work. Free estimates, low satisfaction.
one out $3250. Call 753-9181 prices Inquire at 209 Walnut
Will do painting 15 years ex
Street. Murray, anytime
or 753-8124.
perience
Call 753-8762
CARPET
CLEANING.
tree
1969 Ford Thunderbird.
anytime
estimates,
satisfied
references.
Mechanically sound, body in
fair condition, would make ex- Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- Will haul driveway white rock
cellent work car. $400 firm. ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
753-5827.
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
Also do backhoe work. Call
CARPET
CLEANING.
1976 Ford Granada, 6 cylinder,
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
automatic, p.s., p.b., air. nice. Guaranteed. References. Free 753-6763
estimates.
753-9736.
$2550. Call 753-9181 or 753
8124.
Get o heart start on Christ
Concrete and block work. Block
mos
Call for your op
1978 Ford LTD, 4-door, light garages, basements, driveways,
pointment today
green with vinyl top, 54,000 walks, patios, steps, free
CARTER STUDIO
actual miles, new tires, air, and estimates. Charles Barnett.
cruise. Will sacrifice. Call 753- 753-5476.
753 8298
304 Main
8507 after 5 pm.
Driveways white rocked and
WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
For sale 1971 VW $1050 firm. graded All kinds of pea gravel
COATING & SEALING Have
Call 753-6633 or 759-1400 Free estimates Will have bank
gravel and dirt, Tuesday only your home driveway or parking
after 5 pm
lot sealed professionally before
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
1977 Ford Pinto Hatchback
winter 753-8163
Fence
sales
at
Sears
now
Call
Automatic transmission, airWet basement? We make wet
Sears.
753-2310
for
free
conditioned, 18,000 miles,
basements dry, work completelocal car, excellent condition estimate for your needs
ly guarenteed. Call or write
$3500 Call 753-3720
Morgan Construction Co..
ROOFING
1972 Ford XL, 2-door, air.
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
C•winserclal
and
power brakes, power steering,
KY 42001, or call clay or night.
Residential, Shingle
new tires on front, snow tires,
1-442-7026
and
built-op
reefs.
beige with brown vinyl top.
Will do plumbing, airReferences, all work
Good condition. $850 or best
conditioning, painting. carpengroaraiihmid. 759-4512
offer. Call 753-1916 between 7
try, concrete and roofing 753AM and 230 or 753-7212 after
Sr 759-11159.
2211 or 759-1270
4:30 Pm.
1976 Grand Prix. 40,000 acNORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
tual miles, loaded, excellent
W•1441314-441
condition. Call 753-7304
NEW OFFKE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed
Nice 1977 Camera, silver with
Mondoy-Fridoy 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 tit 5:00
completeing orange stripes
Price if
AM-FM radio Good gas
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
,
mileage Call 753-5437
i acme@ Cdt Oeine Col 713 MIS ewe is,....4••••ce
Servie.
N.,
1967 Olds Delta 88. low moles.
very good condition, $475
1974 Pontiac LeMans. $675 or
best offer 753-1852
Planning to give your bathroom a
1977 Pacer wagon, one owner.
face-lift?
30,000 miles. $2900 Call 759You may have the enthusiasm...but
1700 or 753-7307
we have the know how. Trust us to do
1979 Sportster, extra low
mileage Lots of extras Call
any job to your liking.
436-5356
Sharp 1975 Plymouth Duster.
Come In And See Us Today.
6 with air. $1875 Call 5277879 after 6 pm. anytime
weekends
1961 Type 3 • Volkswagen
Squareback All parts, excellent condition, wrecked
body. Parts out Of whole. 4892220

1979 Trans Am, black on black,
Tots of extras. Call 753-0839
after 5 pm, 753-6244

Thornton Tile
And Marble

Q11,11111 '('hat WjII Please''
1535719
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Robert Jones
Dies Friday In
Murray Hospital

Cuban Refugee Overpowered 33 Possibly Dead In Plane Crash
By Passengers, Stewardess

night after the pilot reported a Search arid Rescue Squad was
"rough engine" as he taxied at the acetic of the crash. The
who has lived in Newark, N J.
down the Palm Beach Interna- people aboard were believed
"The captain radioed ahead,
By DAN SEWELL
for several years, said his suspiAirport runway, accor- to Americans, he said.
tional
was
under
the
man
that
advised
Writer
Press
Associated
Another Freeport constable
cions were aroused even before
the Federal Aviation
to
ding
police
asked
for
and
restrauts,
Cuban
A
MIAMI ( AP) Flight 5 in Newark
who declined to give his name
boarding
n.
Robert Less Jones, 87, 1625
Administratio
airport,"
at
the
him
meet
to
refugee on an Eastern Airline(
because the man didn't speak
W. Olive, died at 11 p.m. FriThe passengers returned to said the plane could have been
Eastern spokesman Jim
jet was overpowered by fellow
any English.
day in the Murray-Calloway
the terminal while the crew on a "junket flight" bringing
Ashlock said.
and a stewardess
passengers
"I said to myself, 'I gut to
County Hospital.
conducted a "high-speed taxi passengers here for a gamblCrew members for Eastern,
after trying to divert the flight to
watch this guy.' after we got on
Jones was a member of the
on the runway as a way of ing trip.
victimized by three successful
one thing, 1 didn't
"For
Havana.
The airtine early today
the plane. He kept turning his
Grace Baptist Church.
testing the engines," said FAA
hijackings in the past P.2 monsaid a
Cuba."
to
go
to
want
head too much." Banns:le said.
Survivors include one son,
spokesman Jack Barker in refused to confirm the nature
idenbe
to
nut
rutted
have
ths,
passenger
-American
Haitian
of the flight, who was aboard.
Twenty nunutes before the
Talmadge, Benton; two
Atlanta.
tified in hijacking incidents.
PHILADELPHIA 1API helped tackle the would-be
Neither Palm Beach
plane was due to land, Baptiste
brothers, Luther and Aubrey, Who
The passengers reboarded
refugee
Cuban
a
On
Monday,
profess
cannot
church
"The
hijacker.
flight left authorities, the Dade County
saw the man emerge from the
the
and
both of Murray; one grandplane,
the
Tampa-bound
a
d
commandeere
equaliand
reverence
dignity,
The plane with 79 passengers
bathroom compartment holding
child; and two greatfor the 70 mile trip at 8:20 sheriff's office nor the Miami
Eastern flight after it left New ty for all persons and continue
and six crew members aboard
department had
what appeared to be a stick of
grandchildren.
p.m., 20 minutes behind police
to
plane
the
forced
and
York
exclude
to
systemically
landed as scheduled at Mianu
receiving notificareported
dynamite and a lighter.
He is preceded in death by
schedule.
suceighth
the
in
Havana
in
land
women as persons from fully
International Airport Friday
or requests to
crash
the
of
tion
At that point. Baptiste said he
reported
not
had
pilot
The
his wife, Ornie, who died Oct.
10.
Aug.
since
hijacking
credal
participating in the inafternoon, and FBI agents took
kin.
of
next
contact
figure what was going
crash,
the
to
-could
prior
trouble
12,197S.
any
eight
have
the
At least seven of
stitutional church."
Guillermo Lima, 24, into
A "squall line" off the
on.
Friends may call after 2
20 miles west of here, the
been blamed on homesick
So said Sister Theresa Kane
custudy. Authorities said Lima
went to the rear of
Bahamas was hampering the
Baptiste
p.m. Sunday at the J.H. ChurCoast Guard said.
refugees.
in an address to the Leaderin
months
five
about
vent
had
the plane, and the man said he
Crndr. Jim Sutherland of the search, but Sutherland said
chill Funeral Chapel. Funeral
During that same time, ship Conference of Women
the United States. There were no
was homesick and wanted to go
will be at 2 p.m. Monday.
Coast Guard's Miami air sta- the Coast planned "to stay out
other
two
at
on
least
her
ended
passengers
she
as
Religious
injuries.
back to(Ube.
Burial will be in Murray Citytion said the DC-3 dropped into there."
commercial flights were ar- year as president of the
Raymond Baptiste, a Henan
"The DC-3s are old, but they
Baptede grabbed him and sub- rested for threatening to hijack organization of leaders of
Ce neter y
the ocean at 9:05 p.m. EDT
dued him with the help of aother their flights while in the air, and Roman Catholic communities
Friday. "It was making an in- have sturdy equipment. We
passenger and a flight attendant, four Cubans whom authorities of nuns.
strument approach, and the don't know what happened,"
who slapped the would-be hi- said were plotting to hijack their
Freeport tower cleared, but he added.
who
urged
She is the nun
jacker with a microphone to flight were arrested before they Pope John Paul II on his visit
the plane never showed up,"
distract him.
he said.
boarded a plane at Tampa Inter- a year ago in Washington,
Eastern did not disclose her national Airport last month.
The FAA notified the Coast
D.C., to admit women to the
The board asked the ap- name.
LOS ANGELES ( AP) Guard, which immediately
infull
ministries,
church's
NEW PRESIDENT
Lima had been living in New
Thousands of students are pellate court either to suspend
launched rescue vessels, he
PRINCETON, N. J. (API cluding the priesthood. She
uncertain which school they all racial busing in the city or Jersey since his arrival in the
said.
with
to
meet
since
sought
has
American Theological
The tanker Ralph B.
will attend when classes begin keep 81 schools out of the plan. United Slates on May 6 in the -The
the pope about it, without
presias
elected
has
Society
until
ferhas
that
petitions,
moratorium
It said a
"Freedom Flotilla"
oi, Tuesday as court
Johnson located wreckage,
RIDGECREST, N. C. AP
avail.
Rev. Carl F. H.
denials and appeals further September 1981 is needed on ried more than 122,000 Cubans to dent the
and the Coast Guard cutter - A Southern Baptist scholar
Baptist
American
an
Henry,
cloud an already complex the entire desegregation pro- the United States since late
Cape Current spotted the predicts that the religious
scholar and author of a new
desegregation program for gram "due to the continued April
bodies, Martinez said. A fixed- map of the world will be
"God,
work,
multivolume
He was charged with air
the nation's second largest uncertainty surrounding the
wing aircraft and Coast Guard radically different than it is toAuthority."
and
Revelation
piracy and booked into the Dade
current plan."
helicopters also were heading day by the year 2000, with its
school system.
CLAYTON, Mo.( AP)-The
-The district needs a resolu- County Jail,the FBI said.
for the scene of the crash.
The Board of Education
axis shifted away from the
Clayton Board of Aldermen
FBI agent Welton Merry said
Freeport constable Joseph Western world.
went to the state Court of Ap- tion of this issue as promptly
has rejected plans of the
Major said a Bahamian-- ----The major centers of
peal on Friday in a last-ditch as possible, in order that the lima had handed the flight atLutheran Church-Missouri
effort to stop mandatory bus- opening of school may proceed tendant a 'Very crudely written
Christianity will have moved
Synod to build a $9.9 million
ing after Supreme Court in as reasonable a fashion as note" demanding to go to Cuba.
from the west to Africa, Latin
headquarters on the westen
Merry said Lima had no
Justice William Rehnquist possible," the petition said.
America and parts of Asia,"
edge of Concordia Seminary
Among the schools the dynamite, but did not say what
refused to halt a large-scale
the Rev. Luther Copeland told
suburb
Louis
St.
the
in
campus
integration plan scheduled to board asked to have exempted the man had been holding.
a women's missions meeting
John Dale will speak on
of Clayton.
from mandatory busing are 26
begin next week.
at the Ridgecrest Baptist ConMore
God
of
Way
had
"The
project
Although the
predominantly white schools
ference center.
scripture
with
Perfectly"
plan
been approved by the city
that the district said were
LOS ANGELES (AP) - vestigation and no charges
"There has been a new infrom Acts 18:24-26 at the 8:30
commission, .neighors ob- Robert Linkletter, 35-year-old have been filed, police
of Christian
cruciaL$40.00-401-1111tarY Porternationality
on
es•
--servic
:
0311-ani1-10T40-5
.
jected that it wouldbCICSOm- _SI of entertainer Art Linkletliis son's death wils the
tion of this fall's desegregaand it will increase.
missions,
The
at
14,
Sunday, Sept.
mercial office building" in a ter, has died of internal in- latest in a series of family There will be a coming of age
tion program.
By The Associated Press
Seventh and Poplar Church of
residential area.
DistriCtlifficials said MOO
juries suffered in a traffic ac- tragedies for Art Linkletter of those young_churches in
Friearly
accidents
Fieewill
Traffic
---1 e Ms. Hoieb
rhriStr"We have no alternate plani cident in West Los Angeles, who had five children. He had countries where we've sent
students are schedulminority
D.
Jay
of
lives
the
the
hear
day claimed
Baptist Church will
At the evening service at 6 for
headquarters police said.
our
previously lost a 20-year-old missionaries.
ed to be voluntarily bused to
Gabhart, 31, of Willisburg, p.m, the speaker will be DanI(ev RI.. Dumas of St. Louis,
building," says Norman D.
Friday at daughter, Diane, when she
died
schools, but Superior
26
Linkletter
the
"Even today, these people
of
32,
v 0 . speak at the 11 a.m. serNelson D. Stultz,
ny Cleaver.
Sell, treasurer of the New Hospital,one hour after a leaped to her death in 1969 not only are receiving our misCourt Judge Paul Egly said he
Clebert W.
and
sice. on Sunday,Sept. 14.
will
Louisville
services
the
in
Assisting
rents
now
denomination that
wants to use 14 of them to partcar that had crossed the while under the influence of sionaries, but are Sending out
LeBlanc,27, of Corpus Christi, be Danny Cleaver, Jerry
Pee public is invited tc atfacilities in downtown St. center divider slammed head- the drug LSD.
ly replace 20 schools removed
missionaries of their own.
police reported.
HuffTexas,
tend, a church spokesman
Doug
Wright,
Don
Bolls,
Louis. "We are, of course, on into his vehicle, a hospital
from the mandatory integrathe This will continue as these
earlier,
raised the man, Garry Evans, Keith
months
Three
accidents
The
,a1.1
disheartened by this action."
tion plan last week by the apspokesman said.
husband of another Linkletter young churches develop."
highway death toll in Ken- Farley, James Thurmond,
peals court.
The only passenger in daughter committed suicide.
compared with Greg Garland, Tommy Car536,
to
tucky
The district received Egly's
Linkletter's car, 64-year-old
Since the death of his
615 road deaths through Sept. raway, Max Farley, Jack
Charles Crozier, was daughter, Linkletter has
order late Friday. In its apattorney
ago.
year
Ed
12 a
Simmons,
Steve
Ward,
the
petition,
with
pellate court
listed in serious condition
devoted much of his time to
To tighten bulging hips and West, Lonnie-Furr, Lorin Watboard said inclusion of the new
rib and face injuries, the speaking out against drugs on
0,
James
and
Dick,
Euin
son,
a
City
walk,
-this
(AP)
do
Tenn.
PARIS,
schools in a busing program buttocks,
spokesman said.
nationwide tours.
The Fall Harvest Crusade
with Lamb.
officials have granted a Ku
the court's own longtime favorite
Police said the driver of the
will-open Sunday, Sept. 14, at "violates
be
will
helper
nursery
Teen
arms
to
floor,
is
best
Klux Klan group permission
Linkletter
because it orders man- models. Sit on the
was treated at
orders
vehicle
other
the First Baptist Church with
special distribute literature and
datory reassignment of stretched ahead of you at LaJeanna Thornton,
New Hospital and transferred remembered by television authe Rev. 'Richard Oldham,
Karen
be
will
helper
class
solicit money on city streets
County-USC Medical diences as host of such shows
students in and out of shoulder level and legs
WE SPECIALIZE IN
depart- and in shopping centers next to
pastor of the Glendale Baptist
as "House Party" and "Peosubstantially desegregated outstretched with feet Shultz, and extension
Center.
INSURANCE FOR
A.
Church, Bowling Green,as the
Ed
be
will
together. Now "walk" along ment workers
month.
schools."
The accident was under in- ple are Funny."
THi NON-DRINKER.
guest speaker.
The permit was issued to
of the nation's on your rear, moving one hip Thomas and Joe Thornton.
Specifics
Services will be held at 10:45
Bible study will be held at three officials of the Invisible
largest plan for school in- and leg at a time and keeping
a.m. and 7 p.m. on Sunday and
a.m.Sunday.
9:45
straight.
Empire, Knights of the Ku
legs
unclear
tegration remained
at 12 noonand 7 p.m. from
Klux Klan - Frank Slade, the
It was incorrectly reported in Friday's Murray Ledger
after Rehnquist refused to halt
Monday through Friday, Sept.
Klan's state kleagle; Donny
and Times that a Buchanan man assaulted policeman
mandatory busing of 80,000 to
Slade, the exalted cyclops;
David Coker. The police officer assaulted was David
100,000 students in grades one
and Roger Flower, who was
Reagan. Coker assisted Reagan in the incident.
through nine at 145 to 165
identified as the Klan's klaiff.
schools.
errors in
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any
The three, who listcd a New
Lawyers for the school
in news articles.
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing
or need for
Johnsonville, post office box
district - which has about
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error
DETROIT ( AP
She was hospitalized last
544,000 students - told Rehn- Josephine Hoffa, wife of miss- Sunday for a mild stroke and as their addresses, plan to
clarification please call 751-1915.
quist the plan will only worsen ing Teamsters boss Jimmy placed in the coronary care solicit money Oct. 4.
The permit was issued
racial imbalance by increas- Hoffa, is dead at age 62.
unit the next day,said hospital
under a new city ordinance
ing "white flight" to an extent
She died Friday at Grace spokesman Frank Bredell.
regulating solicitations by
that "any feasible desegrega- Hospital of "small stroke synAccording to FBI reports,
tion plan will be impossible to drome," blockages that stop Mrs. Hoffa last saw her hus- organizations. The ordinance
was adopted after city ofdesign and implement."
the flow of blood to parts of the
band on July 30, 1975, at their
attempted to halt
ficials
The board said 50,000 white brain, a hospital spokesman
home in Lake Orion, near Ponmembers of the Unification
students have left the school said
tiac. Hoffa was on his way to
Church - who are often called
district in the past two years,
the Machus Red Fox
"Moonies" - from soliciting
iialf of them to avoid busing.
just north of
Restaurant
on the city's streets.
''There is no other reaction
Detroit, supposedly for a 2
Richard Oldham
City officials said Friday the
than total disappointment,"
p.m. meeting with Anthony
permit will not allow the
19. Luncheons will be served board President Roberta
namGiacalone,
Jack"
"Tony
Klansmen to demonstrate or
Weintraub said. Richard
at noon each week day.
ed in 1963 Senate testimony as parade in the city's streets.
Directing the music will be Ferarro, another board
Ulmet,
Aleck
Rev.
the
Detroit
The
a "big man" in
Bobby Reeder of the Gold member, called Rehnquist's
district superintendent, will Mafia.
Coast Baptist Church, West decision "catastrophic."
conpreside at the annual
At the restaurant, Hoffa
Ferarro said district plan- ference of pastor's and wives called his wife and asked if she
Palm Beach, Fla. A native of
Henderson, he is married to ners estimated 9,000 to 12,000
at Lake Barkley State Resort had heard from Giacalone.
the foremr Celia Simmons, students would leave the
Park in Cadiz, starting Sept.1',,She said she had not. That apdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ar- district rather than face man15 and concluding at 12 noon/ patently was the last time
Murray.
busing.
of
Sinunons
datory
chie
"Unless You Believe" with
on Sept. 17. Pastors and wive0 they spoke.
vowed
Bill
Dr.
has
Rev.
Weintraub
the
Mrs.
The pastor,
scripture from John 8:21-30
After his disappearance,she
from this area are expected to
on
start
public
would
the
the school year
Whittaker, invites
will be the subject of the 10:30
said: "I've got to find out what
attend.
Tuesday as scheduled.
up to
to attend the services.
a.m, sermon topic and "The
The program includes ad- happened to my man. Other
Works of the Flesh Are
dresses by Dr. Paul G. Cunn- women lose their husbands.
Manifest" with scripture from
ingham, pastor of the Olathe, They at least have the comfort
Galatians 5:16-21 will be the 6
Kansas College Church and in knowing where they died
p.m. sermon topic on Sunday,
Mrs. Lela Jackson, Nazarene and are buried."
Sept. 14, by Bruce Logue at the
World Missionary Society
The Hoffas were married
If you buy one of our new Case farm tractors
University Church of Christ.
President.
Sept. 24, 1936. They had met
listed in this ad. between Aug I 1980 and Oct
Assisting in the services will
1981 has been designed as while she was picketing the
31. 1980. Case wiff send you a check for the
dollar amount shown opposite the Casernoclel
be Ernie Bailey, Richard
the "Year of the Minister" by laundry where she made 17
you buy. or you can apply the rebate towards
Smith, Hamp W. Brooks, Bobthe denominational heads, the cents an hour. Hoffa had been
your down payment NOTE Government Ageni
If you buy any of our nom Case farm Iracloie or
•Is•
ctes/Departments do not Quality tor rebate
one of our used farm tr
by Martin, Prentice Dunn,
Geheral called in by unionized laundry
of
Board
rug 31 198
between Aug 1. 1980a7r
Hoyt Like, George Wilson,
Superintendents. It is the first workers to keep four
finance it through J I Case. -'al,on
finance charges will be waved from dale of Duf.
Vernon Butterworth, Wayne
of five special themes for 1980- Teamster drivers from crossRees,.
chase unbl March 7 7987
Doran, Charles Stark, Roy
1985, "Celebrating Christian ing the line.
$1900
2290
$ NI
888
Starks, Joe West, Harold
Holiness."
Mrs. Hoffa is survived by a
$7100
2390
$ 788
991
Plans for the "Year of the daughter, Barbara; a son, Grogan, Greg Delancey,
62200
Leroy Eldridge, and Vernon
2590
$ 781
Minister" includes a series of James P., a Detroit lawyer;
1186
Gantt.
62300
nine conferences on pastoral and a foster son, Charles L.
4480
$ NB
1218
5
7
1
1
No.
Stock
•
Nursery supervisors will be
leadership to be held during "Chuckie" O'Brien of Hallan$3000]
4847
$ NO
1418
law.4•0e
Wanda Erwin, Linda Darnell,
the summer on each of the dale, Fla., who was driving
4 — .$3255
$IMI
NM
Floye Fitts, Kathy Cleaver,
nine campuses of the the car the FBI believes was
Peggy Taylor, and Linda
Nazarene Colleges in the used in the abduction. Hair
Fain.
similar to Hoffa's was found in
United States and Canada.
Bible study will be held at
The International Church of the auto.
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Ports
••
"The case is optn but un- . 9:30 a.m.Sunday.
the Nazarene places strong
•fr
.
A Teacher Appreciation
• emphasis on pasteral leader- solved. We're still waking on
0161 swim
WPM! Mill
Dinner will be held Monday at
ship and lay ministry as the in- It," 0. Franklin Izwie, head of
sonsfe.
733-2617
•
wren men
•
AP
6:30 p.m. at the City-County
church the Detroit FBI office has
:airz•itiorjap• :gredients of effective
•• ••,
• •••• ••
•
•
Park.
growth, a spokesman said.
said.
FREEPORT, Bahamas
(AP) - A chartered DC-3
plunged into the Atlantic
Ocean in a driving rainstorm
moments after it was cleared
for an instrument landing
here. Officials said none of the
30 passengers or three crew

Address Given

Oesegregation Plan
Has Students Wondering

Aldermen Reject
Building Plans

John Dale To
Speak During
Sunday Services

Fall Harvest
Crusade To
open Sunday

Baptist Scholar
Predicts Religious
Map To Change

Linkletter's Son Dead
After Traffic Accident

Traffic Accidents
Claim Lives
On Iiignways

Church To Hear
St. Louis Speaker

•

was thought to have survived.
Those aboard were thought
to be Americans on a "junket
flight" from Palm Beach,
Fla., to the Bahamas for a
gambling trip, Freeport
authorities said.
Wreckage from the plane, a
life raft and 12 bodies were
spotted in the water Friday
about 50 miles east of West
Palm Beach, said Coast
Guard Petty Officer'1st class
Carlos Martinez.
By early today, 11 bodies
had been recovered, and Coast
Guard helicopters, a cutter,
Freeport Harbor tugs and the
Bahamian Search and Rescue
Squad were searching 7-foot
seas amid a heavy squall.
It was unlikely other bodies
would be recovered because of
the fierce seas and deep
waters, said 0.J. Holden, duty
officer at the Bahamas Air
Seas Rescue Association here.
A bad wind storm, funnel
clouds, thunder and lightning
were reported when the
Florida Commuter Airlines
plane lost contact with the
Freeport control tower and
disappeared from radar, he
said.
Freeport officials assumed
the plane was a "casino
flight" since a daily junket
comes in at about that time,
Holden said. That flight usually flies back to Palm Beach at
1:30 a.m., he said.
The takeoff of the Florida
Commuter Airlines plane had
at first been aborted Friday

Klan To Hand
_Out Literature

Corrections & Amplifications

Josephine Hoffa Dies
Of Stroke Syndrome

New Case

ONE-TWO

Superintendent
To Preside At
Annual Convention

'Unless You Believe'
To Be Subject Of
Sermon At Church

Farm Tractor
Offer

1.

2.

PLUS

CASH REBATES

$3200

WAIVER
OF FINANCE
CHARGES
UNTIL
MARCH 1,
1981

r Lzr: c..

New '80 Chevette
'4,399.81

eilfoded
ditit
04eet-34 Ira

9

Otea

•▪ Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

•

e!
Ke
Mc
Equipment Co., Inc.

503 Walnut
753-3062
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